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Cover Poster: This large caricature was commissioned in
2002 by the Telfed Events Committee on the occasion
of Sidney Shapiro’s 30 year service at Telfed. The setting
was his favourite place of relaxation – his pond at home.

nt
moved into the “Ra’anana Sun”
A n n ou n c e m e
Merkaz Klitah in 1987.
As has been pointed out,
one of Sid’s most stunning
achievements was in having
Later this year - date still to be finalized served - some might say - “surTelfed will salute the dedicated volunteers
vived” under 13 chairmen, no
in the Southern African community who
mean feat!
have given of their time and/or expertise
freely in the service of their community
As Chairman of Telfed (1999and/or Israeli society. Should you wish
2002), I worked with Sid on
to nominate a worthy candidate, please
many varied and innovative
complete the form inserted in this magazine
projects, but the most chalor which appears on our website and send it to
lenging in gaining approval
Netta Steiner, Telfed’s Head of Volunteerism:
both in South Africa and in
volunteers@telfed.org.il
Israel, finding budget and then
For further information call: 09-7907805
enjoying the far-reaching and
ond was none other than the new
enriching results, was our creation of
CEO of Telfed, Dorron Kline who
The Israel Centre in South Africa. In
this March has taken over the reins
partnership with the Jewish Agency, it
from Sidney. Passionately believing,
energized again the spirit of Zionism
“There Is No Business Like Aliyah
that had been flagging. A beacon of
Business,” (see page 8), Dorron takes
inspiration, its new ‘direction’ came
pride and joy “in enjoying the fruits
in the form of carefully selected and
of my labour” in noting the multitude
talented directors of whom its secof well-integrated olim in Israel that
he had counseled in South Africa all
r ess
M e e t th e P
those years earlier.
Telfed takes pride in representing
all of these Southern African olim;
from Telfed’s 2014 honourees Smoky
Simon and Morris Kahn (see page 4),
to the young singles who are starting
out their lives in Israel.
Our community’s future in Israel
stands to be no less illustrious than
its past.
Meet the Press: Representing Telfed, its former Chairman and current editor of Telfed
Chag Pesach Sameach,
Magazine, Dave Kaplan (second from right), seen here with former South Africans Dr.Les
Glassman and Steve Linde, editor of The Jerusalem Post, with Nonhlanhla Mpofu (a South
Dave Kaplan, Editor

T
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Feature - Madiba

“He may not have made th e covers of Tim e, Rolling Stone or
Huisgenoot, but Sid Shapiro has done far better - h e is on th e
cover of this issu e of Telfed Magazine!”

info@telfed.org.il; www.telfed.org.il
www.facebook.com/telfed

New Arrivals
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his is the first
time Telfed
Magazine has devoted its cover entirely to one person, but where in
Telfed’s illustrious
64 year history, has one individual
so devoted over four decades of his
life so entirely to Telfed? As former
Telfed chairman, Hertzel Katz, remarked in his address at the function celebrating Sidney Shapiro’s 70th
birthday, and his retirement as director after 30 years: “Telfed and Sidney
were synonymous; when you spoke of
the one, the image of the other immediately emerged.”
Sidney took over the reins of Telfed
in the heady days of the mid-1980s
when Aliyah from South Africa was
peaking. This writer should know
as his small family was one of some
forty Southern African families who

African student at Tel Aviv University) and Bongani Siqoko, Editor in Chief of the Daily Dispatch
Newspaper at the “Meet the South African Media Delegation” at the residence of Ambassador Sisa
Ngombane and Mrs. Thathanyana Ngombane in Ramat Gan. A 10-strong high-profile group of South
Africans in the media (print and television) visited Israel to learn first-hand about the “real” Israel.

TELFED AWARDS FOR
VOLUNTEERISM
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Men of Destiny. Smoky Simon and Morris Kahn receive
Telfed’s prestigious Lifetime Achievement Awards

A Breed A pa rt

Morris Kahn and Smoky Simon
are two exceptional individuals who
not only reached the pinnacles in their
professional fields but both made monumental contributions to the security,
advancement and enrichment of the
State of Israel.
It was little wonder that over 300
members of the community packed
into the reception hall in Tel Aviv
for Telfed’s 2014 Gala Dinner
and Lifetime Achievement Award
Celebration to honour both Morris
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and Smoky.
The next day the emails came flooding in praising “the wonderful atmosphere”, “terrific venue”, “great food”,
“Leah Zinder as MC was sheer class”,
“It was nice reconnecting with Telfed”,
“The best was seeing people I had not
6
seen in years”, “We learned so much
about Telfed and the work it does” and,
“it made us feel so proud of our community hearing of the contributions of
Smoky and Morris”.
And the contributions stand as inspirations for future generations.

Smoky said it best about Morris,
referring to his co-honoree as my
“young friend”, who at eighty-four
was ten years his junior:
“You are a phenomenon. You have
succeeded in capturing the mysterious and elusive formulae of how to
successfully combine pleasure and relaxation with philanthropy, establishing social projects, promoting medical
and scientific projects together with
your business activities in one great
package. Little wonder you have been
honoured by the universities in Haifa,

Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Bar Ilan, Ben
Gurion and the Weizmann Institute,
and now, just for good measure, you
are involved in the international competition to assist Israel in being the
first country to get a robot onto the
moon.” (Article on Morris appeared in
Telfed Magazine July 2013)
Packing a lot of superlative achievements into his 94 years, Smoky revealed that when in May 1948, he
“came on honeymoon with Myra”
to fight in the War of Independence,
“this was my finest hour and the most
thrilling experience of my life.”
How many people can proudly say
they participated in the greatest adventure for a Jew in 2000 years? Related
Smoky, Chairman of World Machal:
“On Friday afternoon of May 14, at
the very time that Ben Gurion was declaring the establishment of the State
of Israel, the late South African Boris
Senior as pilot, and myself as navigator with an Israeli aerial photographer, flew in one of the Bonanzas
smuggled out of South Africa on
the IAF’s very first operational mission for the purposes of reporting to
army HQ on the strength of the invading Jordanian forces.” Disturbing
as their reconaissance report was, the
role of the volunteers from abroad
would help shape the destiny of the
Jewish People for all time.
It was night where Telfed was proud
to honour two outstanding members
of the Southern African community who are still as active as ever in
their quest in enriching Israeli society.

the Jewish Agency to recognize the vital role Olim organisations play in absorbing
immigrants from all over the
world, and to strengthen their
partnership with the Agency
for improving Aliyah. “After
all,” stressed Dorron, “successful absorption is the essential ingredient for successful Aliyah. One cannot
over-emphasize the need to
strengthen the Olim organisations which fulfill this vital
function through their professional Klitah counselors and
volunteers.” In this regard,
Telfed is acknowledged to be
in the vanguard of successful
olim organizations.
The message struck home!
Agreeing to Telfed’s suggestion, Dr. Danny Lamm,
the Chairman of the “Aliyah
and Rescue Committee” announced that at all future
BOG’s conventions there
will be a presentation from
the Olim Associations representing the 23 Olim organisations in Israel. “These presentations,” explains Dorron,
“will highlight the absorption work done by the Olim
organisations and bring appropriate recommendations
to the Jewish Agency.”

Telfed Makes the Case

Telfed’s Endowments and
Scholarships Committee
(E&S) recently granted bursaries from The Louis Ariel
Goldschmidt Memorial Fund
to ten Ethiopian students at

Addressing the “Aliyah and Rescue
Committee’ of the Jewish Agency at
its Board of Governors (BOG) convention in Jerusalem, Telfed’s Director,
Dorron Kline argued strenuously for

Telfed – A Class
Act

continued on page 7

C h a i r m a n’s

Rep o r t

“May you live in interesting times”
is an old Chinese curse which enjoys positive resonance for the many
varied events and projects at Telfed
during recent months.
In very brief terms - read more in this issue and website - I am proud to report that Telfed received an
award for ‘Excellence in Volunteerism’ by the Ministry
of Absorption and Aliyah; over 300 people attended a
Telfed gala dinner honouring Morris Kahn and Smoky
Simon with Lifetime Achievements Awards, and soon
Telfed’s building in Ra’anana which is in its final phase
of major refurbishment, will offer to the community
eight additional duplex apartments with balconies offering stunning views.
However, it is Telfed’s “On the Move” view of its journey
ahead that inspires, and ‘all aboard’ the SS Telfed is our
outstanding crew of staff and committed volunteers.
Over two hundred people joined in celebrating Sid
Shapiro’s 70th birthday and retirement party held
in March. The evening, which I had the pleasure of
MC’ing was themed “This is Your Life”, and a special
book was prepared telling the story of Sid’s life from
childhood all the way through his illustrious career of
42 years at Telfed.
“The fact that Telfed has grown and flourished with
Sid at the helm for 30 years says much about his leadership,” said Naomi Stuchiner, founding President of
Beit Issie Shapiro.
Many members of the audience expressed how proud
they were to participate in honouring Sid’s contribution to Zionism, the Southern African Community in
Israel, Telfed and the State of Israel.
With Sid officially having stepped down as Director,
we wish the new CEO Dorron Kline along with COO
Nava Lapid all the very best in taking over the reins
of our prestigious organization. We look to the future
knowing that Telfed is in very capable hands.
And like our refurbished and reinforced ‘spanking
new look’ Schwartz Street building, our organisation
too is solid, firm in foundation and ready to proceed
ahead with revitalised energy fueled by a new generation of professionals.
Chag Sameach
Dave Bloom

Focus on Telfed
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limb aboard and join us for a ride of Sid’s life,” invited Telfed
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Chairman Dave Bloom to a packed auditorium at the IDC Herzliya
as he opened the evening to celebrate Sidney Shapiro’s 70th birthday and
honor his contribution to Telfed as he retires from the organisation he
served for 42 years, thirty as Director.
“Wow, this is something like an emotional rollercoaster,” remarked
Sid as video messages were shown from the Zionist leadership in
South Africa, as well at messages read from the Mayor of Ra’anana
Ze’ev Bielski and Morris Borsuk, followed by speakers taking to the
microphone as photos of the past flashed onto the screen. There was
former Telfed Chairman Hertzel Katz who praised Sid “for having
survived working under 13 chairmen - poor man”; Sid’s cousin and sister
who testified to Sid’s early obsessions -thankfully - with Zionism; a
Man of the Moment : Sidney Shapiro (2nd left),
chaver from his ‘Mowbray days’ who “we walked together to shul little
with former Telfed Chairman itz Kalmanowitz,
knowing where those walks would later lead us,”; Amnon Becker who
Michelle Shapiro and Karen Hesselberg.
was the driver at Telfed when Sid first joined, Solly Sacks who related
boyhood pranks when they shared a tent in Bnei Akiva; Cherie Hadani on devising innovative Aliyah and Klitah programmes, Michael and Sheila Zetler
who praised Sid’s role in Telfed when the ‘Manof Project’ was just a mound of rock and they had to literally and figuratively “move mountains” to get it
moving; long-time friend Joel Klotnik who spoke about recent Telfed fundraising events which began when they were both university rag chairmen in
1968, Joel at Wits and Sid at UCT; Sid’s former secretary Debbie Chitiz on the “hectic and exciting days when work-overload was the order of the day and
we loved it”, and concluding with Nava Lapid and Dorron Kline, Telfed’s new leadership – Nava as Chief Operating Officer and Dorron as CEO who both
testified to Sid’s guidance in preparing them for the future.
A LeChaim to Sid. Solly Sacks, Dave Bloom, Gita Sacks and Hilary Kaplan.
One could always depend on ‘responsible Sid’ so it was little
wonder that back in 1969, Sid was selected to be Ben Gurion’s
driver when ‘the old man’ visited Cape Town in 1969 when Sid was
Chairman of the South African Union of Jewish Students (SAUJS).
It started on a nervous note. “I couldn’t find a decent Israeli flag
to position in the front of the limousine so I found a small plastic
‘Degel Yisrael’ left over from Yom Ha’Atzmaut that I attached.
However, all the way from the airport, bits and pieces of the plastic
crumbled under the pressure of a howling south- easter, so by the
time we reached the Mount Nelson, all that remained was a bare
stick.” Somewhat embarrassed, Sid found solace in that “It was the
first time I had ever stepped foot into the Mount Nelson and here I
was having my own room.” The only snag was, “I had an inter-leading door to Ben Gurion’s suite because he was known to pester his drivers in the middle
of
the night to take him for drives.” It was a good lesson!
Being on hand at a moment’s notice has been Sid’s position at the helm of Telfed through trying
and tumultuous times. And so it was as ‘driving’ not Ben Gurion but Telfed for 30 years as its
director that has taken the organisation that in January 2014 received from the Absorption
Minister Sopha Landver the 2013 prestigious award for “the best organisation utilising
volunteers in the field of Aliyah Absorption.”
One of the most memorable moments of the evening was the message written from an ailing
Morris Borsuk who sadly passed away before the function. “I praise your commitment to
excellence. After all these years, I will need to adjust that you will no longer be in the office. I
truly hope we will stay in touch.” For Morris that was not to be but all the Southern African
community of Israel would share Morris’s sentiment that
you remain “in touch” with your beloved “Fed”.

Toda
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Sid’s Retirement & 70th Birthday Party
“She could move mountains and frequently did.”
Sid and his long-time secretary, Lina Nulman.

ha
Be h a tzla c

the annual Peirot Ha’Ilan Ceremony
held in Petach Tikvah. The Telfed
bursaries were awarded to students at
the Jerusalem College of Technology
and represents Telfed’s philosophy of
“not only serving the Southern African
community
but contributing to enrich
the broader Israeli society,” says Batya
Shmukler,
Te l f e d V i c e
Chairperson
and Chair
Netta Steiner recently
of the E&S
took over from Lina
Tarna as head of Telfed’s
committee.
Volunteerism Department.
“Your gener“Volunteerism is the chain
osity,” said one
connecting the individual to
society,” she says. Her goal
student speakis “to guide, support and
ing from the
empower our volunteers to
podium, “has
engage in effective social
and educational work
not only helped
within the Ex-South-African
us financially
community and the broader
to pursue our
community in Israel.”
dreams but has
shown us how people can help people in need, and I only hope that one
day I will be able to give back to society, either financially or by volunteering to help others.”
“It is such words,” says Batya that
“cements Telfed’s commitment to our
young generations who will be our
leaders of tomorrow.” •

After everyone had satiated themselves on a sumptuous IDC sponsored breakfast - which one smart
Government & Diplomacy student
suggested “why not repeat this outstanding project on a daily basis” the participants got down to the serious business at hand.
The host, Jonathan Davis, Head
of the International School spoke
glowingly of the strong Southern
African “love affair” with the IDC.
“Only 12 years ago there were four
students; today we have over sixty,
meaning we are Israel’s premier academic ‘Absorption Centre’ – We
have the largest number of students
from South Africa than any other academic institution in Israel. Many
have gone on to further their studies at the finest universities abroad
while others have found top jobs
in Israel. This is great but it can be
better – after all, if we have basket
ball teams on campus why can’t we
have a rugby team?”
With that ‘priority’ settled, all agreed
to ‘tackle’ the issue and encourage
young Jews in South Africa to consider the IDC option. Clearly, there
is a trend reflecting the increasing
popularity of being able ‘to study
in Israel in English’ and for these

For more information on Peirot Ha’Ilan see
Telfed website.

continued on next page

Academic Smorgasbord
Good food, good company, good
vibes and talk of “good days ahead”
- all appeared on the ‘Annual IDCTelfed Breakfast’ menu for Southern
African students at the IDC’s picturesque open-air cafeteria.

students from South Africa, “Telfed
is there to support you,” said Telfed
Vice Chairperson Batya Shmukler.
“We are a South African family and
Telfed is here for you.”
Particularly interesting for South
Africans, expressed Stephanie Miller,
a former
Taking on the task of
South African
spearheading
Telfed’s
and the IDC’s
impressive ‘Media Machine’
Recruitment
is Yonit Weil a “Google
and Admission
qualified teacher” who
moved back to Israel last
Coordinator,
year from Johannesburg and
“is that we are
who has shifted into top
now offering
gear managing the ‘techno
nuts& bolts’ of the Telfed
law degrees
Magazine, Telfed Website
in English.
and e-newsletter. Yonit
The language
sums up Telfed’s atmosphere
when she says from her own
of the globexperience, “Telfed is a warm
al business
and friendly environment;
world today
everyone has made me feel
is English and
very welcome.”
law is an integral component of this so
we are looking forward
to many more
students from
South Africa
opting to study law now that we offer it in English.”
The cost of tuition should not be
an impediment “to someone from
South Africa who wants to study in
Israel,” said Davis who said scholarships are available both from the

Working Breakfast. Director of
Marketing at the International School,
Mimi Laufer (4th from the left) with
South African students at the IDCTelfed breakfast.
All Cool. Some of the over 60
Southern African students at the IDC
Herzliya waving goodbye before going
to classes.

Focus on Telfed
IDC as well as from Telfed.
Telfed Deputy Director Dorron
Kline explained what Telfed had
to offer particularly in the area of
scholarships, while Telfed’s PRAS
Coordinator Dana Levy-Tavor spoke
of Telfed’s flagship programme whereby students mentor new olim for a
higher Telfed bursary.
It was then time for the students
to talk. Mainly from Johannesburg
and Cape Town, one-by-one the
students took the microphone and
spoke about their experiences studying in Israel - “incredible social life”
and how and when they first heard of
the IDC Herzliya. Some “by wordof-mouth”, others “when Stephanie
addressed us at King David School,”
or, “Herzlia School”; some saw it first
on Facebook, another, “read about it
in a copy of Telfed Magazine lying
in my parent’s lounge,” and quite a
few revealed, “When we visited the
IDC before our matric year on the
Encounter Programme”.
All agreed that before next year’s
IDC-Telfed breakfast there should be
more South African students enrolled.
The worst that can happen concluded Davis with glee, “I will order
a bigger breakfast.” Bon Appétit! •

Outgoing Director
Sidney Shapiro and
Telfed Chairman Dave
Bloom, received the
2013 prestigious
award for “the best
volunteer management
in the field of Aliyah
Absorption.” The award
was presented by the
Minister of Absorption
and Immigration
Minister Sopha
Landver, at a special
ceremony in Jaffa.
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Illuminating. Recent oleh, Brett Goldman
(centre) in the role of ‘Lumiere the candlestick’
in the Beauty and the Beast.

Busi n ess
“Th e r e’s N o
Busi n ess”
l i k e A l iya h

“T Telfed’s long-serving
hat’s the truth,” says

Ladies Man. Telfed Chairman Dorron Kline addressing female students at the Yeud Girls
Seminary in Jerusalem on ideology driven Aliyah.

PRAS
A letter says it all

“I want to express our extreme gratitude to the PRAS Student Bursary
Programme of Telfed who helped
our son when we made Aliya in
2009.
Over the years 2011 and 2012,
the bursary students who came over
to help were the highlight of my
son’s week who was struggling integrating both socially and academically. The PRAS students however,
were wonderful, intelligent young
men who formed a close bond with
him. They helped him learn to
speak Hebrew, gain confidence and
adjust to his new environment.
From a child who was never happy
or successful in school, even in South
Africa, my son finished school in 2013
winning the top prize for diligence
and study. Such a turnaround could
never have
been possible without the inva l u a b l e
hours that

the PRAS bursary students spent with
him. We are all so grateful to Telfed
for all the kindness and help.” Name
Withheld •

Aliyah out of Choice
What motivates Jews from across the
world to make Aliyah when there are
no push factors such as anti-Semitism,
persecution or dire economic conditions?
Expounding on this issue, Telfed
Director, Dorron Kline recently addressed the Yeud Girls Seminary in
Kiryat Yovel in Jerusalem. Telfed’s
invitation to speak is part of a programme to educate native-born Israeli
students on the role of Zionist ideology in inspiring Jews from the
Diaspora to make Aliyah.
“The presentation was a revelation
to our Sabra students who rarely
question why Jews who are happily
settled elsewhere in the world, voluntarily choose to come and live in
Israel,” explained the programme’s
Madricha, Shalhevet.
The Yeud Girls seminary has hosted
many South African girls including
the Bnei Akiva South Africa MTA
programme, who spend their gap
year studying in Jerusalem. •

Aliyah Counsellor Susan
Sharon. She has known olim
since their arrival on Aliyah
from Southern Africa, seen
their children educated, married and
making lives for themselves. “Can
there be anything more rewarding
than having contributed in this ever-evolving Southern African saga?”
From names on a factual file to
faces in the flesh, Telfed has met
“these wonderful adventurous people”, helped them through the initial stages of absorption, assisted
with finding accommodation, employment and counseled on education as well as providing scholarships
when required. “And as we can now
see from the replies pouring in each

week from members of our community to Telfed’s well-wishing letters
on the anniversaries of their Aliyah,”
says Susan, “They are still smiling.”
Over and above the Australian Olim
that Telfed now processes, there is
consistently about 200 olim a year
from South Africa. “Secular, religious, young singles to families and
seniors – it’s very much a mixed bag,”
says Susan.
To find out how our newcomers
are faring, Telfed Magazine spoke
to four relatively recent Olim.

The Curtain Rises
From Linksfield
Johannesburg,
37 year-old Brett
Goldman made aliyah four years ago and
is living on Kibbutz
Revivim in the Negev.
From being a wedding dress designer
in Johannesburg to
working in a sophisticated hatchery
in the desert, “that places eggs in
incubators where they are hatched
and then sent on to the farmers” is
“a mind-switch of massive proportion.” This was particularly so as the
choice at the time was either Paris or
Milan, “certainly not Israel where I
had never been.” And then a good
friend in Haifa said, “Consider Israel”,
and now “my only regret is why I did
not make the move ten years earlier.”
Kibbutz Revivim “has been great,”
he says; “Instead of one mother, I
now have six.” However, still “a city
continued on next page

Sh aron’s Sterling Ser vice
It would be hard to find a Southern African living in Israel who is not familiar with the welcoming voice of
Sharon Bernstein, the Telfed staff member who answers the primary Telfed phone. Paying tribute to Sharon
for 25 years of service, a Telfed luncheon was recently held in her honor where her family, friends and colleagues journeyed back down memory lane to an era when electric typewriters and telex machines were the
last word in technology.
Dave Bloom, Sidney Shapiro, Dorron Kline, other members of the Directorate and staff members praised
Sharon’s talents. Guest Narda Korakin, who recommended Sharon for her first job at Telfed as secretary to the
Isrentco administrator, also had complimentary words to say.
There is almost no job that Sharon has not done at Telfed. Her present responsibilities include: employment
counseling and organising of employment workshops, secretary to the Directorate, Board of Governors and
Sharon Bernstein recieving a
Executive Council, Keren Telfed correspondence, assistant to the Director and Deputy Director, secretary to the
certificate of recognition for 25
Media Committee, Telfed magazine proof-reader and contributor and stationery supervisor. All this is accomplished
years of service.
whilst she is answering the phones and responding to Telfed’s “info” e-mails. Where would Telfed’s staff be without
her systematized spirit supporting us?
For generations of olim, Sharon’s voice on the other end of the phone has been a pleasant reminder of their Southern African heritage. We wish Sharon
good health and further productive endeavours in the years to come.

By Louise Geva
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N ew Arrivals
Daniel
Jacobson

Johannesburg

Ackerman, Cayla
Ann-Louise
Aginsky, Kerith
Nissen
Bird, Jamie-Lee
Boni, Illan
Eisenhammer, Daniel
Glass, Jonathan
Gur, Michelle and Tali
Hazan, Raphael
Aaron Tait
Jacobson, Daniel
Kaler, Amber-Rose
Penn, Natasha
Rabinowitz, Shalav
Raik, Bradley
Shapiro, Ariel
Sharon, Dalia and Gal
Shrock, Hillel and Karen, Danya, Sarah, Jacob and Aaron
Smith, Hillel and Elana
Solomon, Dennis and Annette
Cayla Ackerman
Varkel, Kas

Cape Town
Gropper , Osnat
Honor, Michael
Kazansky, Moran
Nissen, Ann

Rusten berg,

Chatzekelowitz, Caroline
Milka
Marcuson
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Thanks to the RE/MAX Real Estate School,

Aliyah business... conti.
boy at heart” he plans to move to Beersheba
in the near future where he hopes to return
to designing wedding
dresses.”
In the meantime Brett
is integrating well. From
starring last season as
the ‘candlestick’ in
LOGON’s (The Light
Opera Group of the
Negev) Beauty and the
Beast, Brett is the star
in this year’s, ‘The Man
IDC Herzlia graduate,
of La Mancha’ playing
Kayda Prodgers
Don Quixote. By the
time you read this article, viewers may well
have met Brett on stage.

I’m in the Army Now
In her mid-twenties, Kayda Prodgers is now
in the IDF, having recently graduated with
a BA in Psychology from the IDC Herzliya.
In 2008, she spent a year in Israel on the
Habonim Shnat programme, and on returning to Cape Town where she started studying at UCT, “I decided to make Aliyah and
so I upped and came. This is where I wanted to be. Israel is a very exciting and challenging place to be, particularly for those in
their early twenties; there is so much happening, this place jives.” Kayda is all praise for
the IDC. “It’s more than just a great school;
it’s a great community for young people who
have made Aliyah like I did, or for those considering Aliyah. Through the IDC, I made
friends from all over the world – the States,
Europe the UK – you name it. And now that
I am in the army, I now have many more
Israeli friends.”

Electryfing
Adrienne
Kaplan
and
Martin
Stoller
with
their dog.

Jonathan Scheftz’s Aliyah has been one
of grit and determination that has admirably paid off. Arriving in Israel in 2010 from
Johannesburg with wife with two children,
Jonathan had a long and arduous journey
in obtaining his Israeli license as a qualified
electrician. Living initially in Haifa and having to arise frequently at 4.30am to travel to

Jerusalem or Tel Aviv in order to
storm the ‘Bastilles’ of Israeli bureaucracy, “it eventually paid off.” In
2012 he obtained his license which
was followed last year by obtaining the all-important ‘heavy current’ license.
‘Fully charged’, Brett currently
holds a top position at Lime & Stone
near Zichron Yakov. “I can honestly say today, Israel is my home.”
Arriving with no Hebrew and only
staying on the ulpan for two weeks
“because I needed to go out and
work,” today my Hebrew has come
a long way and most of our friends
are Israeli.”
Jonathan’s wife Lorren has too excelled. Working as a sales representative and in customer service for Green
Smoke - manufacturers of electric cigarettes for people trying to quit smoking - there recently appeared an article on her in the Daily Telegraph in
the UK praising her superlative service. Most important, says Jonathan,
“Both the kids are doing great. Evan
has completed his army service and
is studying while Dean is now in the
army. They love Israel.”

Love Letters
And Telfed is hearing a lot these
days from those who “love Israel” in
response to its open-ended ‘Staying
in Touch’ well-wishing letters to
Southern Africans in Israel on the
anniversaries of their Aliyot (Date of
immigration).
Writes 2008 Oleh, Byron Gerber: “I
am really doing well here in Tel Aviv.
It has proved the best move I have
done. Thanks to Telfed for being there
when I needed assistance and thanks
to the strong Israeli Shekel that has
made my holidays to South Africa
relatively cheap. Good on you both!
“So to all of you - a very big thank
you, and a Chag Pesach Sameach.”

I made
NIS

25,870

in one month

You too can sign up!
Nadav Blackman
(Johannesburg)
RE/MAX agent, Haifa
052-277-8188

www.remax.co.il

Nice Work
During 2013, “over 150 people
turned to the Telfed Employment
Advisory Service for assistance in
finding suitable employment,” says
Telfed Employment Advisor, Sharon
Bernstein. The majority she says “were
secretaries, graphic designers, editors,
sales and hospitality industry personnel, travel agents, business managers,
teachers and accountants.”
Visitors to Israel are encouraged to
meet with Sharon to discuss their
employment options. “Of course, my
primary advice to prospective olim is
to focus on learning Hebrew and not
to open one’s own business too soon
after making Aliyah.”
Workshops are organized in conjunction with Human
Resource professionals — watch
the Telfed Press
for details of future
workshops. Some
of Telfed’s services
include advertising positions on its
website, Linkedin
and Facebook sites;

1-800-211-311 ext. 5
reviewing and revising CVs, providing
contacts within the Southern African
community, referring to recruitment
agencies and publishing articles in the
employment field. •

Colouful Cotler
Having visited South Africa on numerous occasions from the time of
being invited to be part of the legal
team headed by Issie Meisels to free
Nelson Mandela, to his daughter marrying into a South African family and
who live in Israel, “I feel tonight I
am addressing Mishpocha (family),”
said Canadian MP and international
human rights activist Irwin Cotler
to a packed auditorium in Ra’anana.
continued on page 12
‘Family
Gathering’: Telfed
Chairman Dave
Bloom (r) presenting
Telfed’s publication
on the history
and contribution
of the Southern
African community
to Israel - ‘Story
of Achievement’ to
Irwin Cotler.
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N oticeboard

Good news!!

Telfed has a New Initiative

“Grannies on the Go”
To benefit (a) retirees who are healthy
and mobile and need to supplement their
pensions; (b) young families who would
enjoy the part-time assistance of mature
and loving caregivers for their children.
For more information please contact
Sharon Bernstein
tel. 09 – 7907 801 or email: sharon@
telfed.org.il
Telfed’s own

on-line
magazine

www.telfed.org.il
Sign up for the bimonthly Telfed email
newsletter and visit the
exciting Telfed Facebook
Page: www.facebook.
com/telfed

Now you can pay for
your Telfed Magazine
subscription via the wellknown and trusted online
payment system PayPal. You
can pay by regular credit
card (Visa, Mastercard,
Amex) or via your Paypal
account. It is simple, quick

and secure – go to telfed.org.
il/donor for details.

Managing Mental Illness in the Family
Following the success of the lecture in December
2013 on attitudes towards mental illness and
services for the mentally ill in Israel, a second
informative evening has been planned.
Program:
I. Speaker: Shuvit Melamed, MSW, Lev Hasharon
Mental Health Center
Subject: “It Happens in the Best of Families”
II. Panel: Discussion with parents, siblings and
individuals on managing mental illness in the family.

Date: Wednesday May 14, 2014
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Contact IAN

WALDBAUM Tel. 09-7744235 day or night for efficient service and
personal help in your home. Tickets will be delivered to you.

JOHANNESBURG

$619

Book Now for July and Chagim
Honoring Southern African Contribution: Marlene and
Barry Berelowitz (ctre) are flanked by the school’s principal
Tzipi Ben Tulila (lt) and the head of ORT Israel, Tzvi Peleg (rt).

“South Africans have changed the face
of the State of Israel and this is our small
way of showing our appreciation to the
community which we grew up in and
that gave us the ideals of Zionism and
our strong connection to the State of
Israel,” said Barry.
Besides the joint support for ORT
by Telfed and the Berelowitz family,
the connection between the two goes
even deeper. Both their children have
settled in Israel and their son, David
is the Telfed Regional Representative
for Beit Shemesh and sits on Telfed’s
Executive body. •

+ taxes &
security

Adults from

CRUISES
EARLY BIRD

discounts on all
cruises. Alaska,
Fjords, Europe,
Mediterranean

• Australia, New Zealand and Far East from $1380
• 3, 4 and 7-day packages to GREEK ISLANDS, Rome, ANTALYA & OTHER resorts
+ Charters AND PACKAGES to CYPRUS, MALTA, ITALY, PARIS,
PRAGUE, BERLIN, AMSTERDAM, BARCELONA.

Cruises, Cruises, Cruises
Special Deals to Europe, Caribbean and Alaska. Tell us your preference and we’ll find the best price.

A M E R I C A H E R E W E CO M E ! ! !

F l i g h t s t o N ew Yo r k f ro m . . .

$629

plus taxes & security

Book Early for July and Chagim to avoid disappointment

FOR THE BEST SERVICE CONTACT: IAN WALDBAUM

tel: 09-7744235; ianwald@gmail.com
FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE NOW
Fares do not include airport, fuel or security taxes or registration fees. Subject to availability in class of ticket with respective airline on specific flights only.

Time: 19:30

Place: Milam Counseling Centers for Families of the Mentally Ill, Kfar Saba
Branch, Rehov Zamir 1, corner Rehov Ben Yehuda (Beit Be Kfar) (traffic light no.
22) Milam is situated in the business site, floor -1)

Sponsored by Meatland and organized by Telfed, his riveting address covered his participation in
the campaigns to free both Natan
Sharansky and Mandela, countering the deligitimisation of Israel,
the case to free Jonathan Pollard
and the danger today of a nuclear Iran. Fluent in Hebrew, married
to an Israeli and totally on top of
all the issues, as well as being his
country’s former Minister of Justice,
one member of the audience commented while walking out the auditorium, “Nu, why can’t he take
over running the show here?”
No one disagreed! •

THINKING OF TRAVELLING?

Promoting Education
Telfed is proud of its long-standing support of ORT Israel through its ‘Harry and
Fanny Harris Trust Fund’ one of 130
Trust Funds administered by Telfed. So
it was with much joy that Telfed - represented by Chairman Dave Bloom and
Director Dorron Kline - attended the
inauguration ceremony of the Marlene
Berelowitz Science & Technology Center
at ORT’s Rogozin High School in Kiryat
Gat, a leading school in the area for exact
sciences and technology. The Center was
sponsored by former South Africans today
resident in the USA Barry and Marlene
Berelowitz to honor the immense contribution of the South African Jewish community to the State of Israel.

Jerusalem
Drumming up Support. Telfed’s
CEO Dorron Kline joined Telfed
Jerusalem volunteers - Roy Scher,
Hayley Sevitz and Chaim Shalpid
– to cheer a contingent of 54 runners
from South Africa organised by ORT
SA, Mizrachi SA., SAZF and the Jewish Agency Israel
Experience Department. “They came to show their
solidarity and support for Israel. Famous world renowned
mega-marathon runner,
Bruce Fordyce was among
the S.A runners making
a wonderful statement
against the anti-Israel
BDS movement,” said
Roy Scher, Chairman
of Jerusalem Regional
Committee.

Netanya

Rishon LeZion

Icing on the Cake. Following
a Telfed Netanya tiyul to
the Tel Mond Museum and
the Mevasser Tzion shul
where much of the inside
furnishings came from the
Pietersburg synagogue in
the Cape, the group enjoyed
coffee and cake at the Biscotti
restaurant.

Regional Rou ndup
Modiin

The name of the game is “networking,
integrating, empowerment” and most
important, “giving the women their
business and show off their projects,”
says Daniella Tannenwald, Telfed
Modiin’s Regional Representative who
organizes monthly meetings. Daniella
(2nd from left) is seen here as one of
Telfed representative’s at the memorial
to Nelson Mandela held in Tel Aviv.

A Winter’s Tale Although it was a cold
winter’s evening, spirits were high at Telfed’s
packed-out Bingo evening in Rishon Leshion.
“We weren’t expecting such a big turnout, and
were overjoyed to see so many people, “ said
Telfed Regional Representative Beryl Schmidt.
“There were many charming prizes up for grabs.
No-one walked away empty handed at the end
of the night.’’ Seen here having fun are Dani
Schmidt and his grandfather Dov Schmidt.

Feature

Throughout the days
of Mandela’s passing it
rained incessantly. So
too in Israel! During the
memorial service at
the residence of South
Africa’s Ambassador,
Sisa Ngombane in
Tel Aviv - attended
by representatives of
Telfed - the heavens
opened.

Days of Rain

Goodbye ‘Madiba’

It was said in tributes that as
rain brings “life, rejuvenation
and hope,” so too “has Mandela’s
life on earth been a fertile
source of inspiration for all
mankind.” Others interpreted
the excessive rain to tears - “of a
world in mourning.”

Comrades in
Articles. Former
articled clerks at
Lazer Sidelsky’s
law office, Nat
Bregman (l)
remained lifelong
friends with
Mandela (r) until
he passed away in
2011.
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Within hours of Madiba’s passing,
Telfed Magazine was inundated with
emails and calls from members of the
South African community in Israel
relating anecdotes followed by the
sending of photographs. In a tribute
to Mandela, we tap into the stories
of some of these individuals whose
lives at one time or another connected with the “Rainbow Nation’s” iconic liberator.
Dream the Impossible
Rabbi Dov Sidelsky from Jerusalem
was hounded by the local
media. The son of the late
Lazer Sidelsky who hired
Mandela as an articled
clerk in the forties, Dov
was interviewed live on
Israel English TV News,
Channel 33 and Arutz
HaKnesset as well as The
Jerusalem Post, The Times
of Israel, Yediot Acharonot,
Ha’aretz, HaMishpacha

and Telfed Magazine. Dov relates that
when his father visited the “world’s
most famous political prisoner”, he
was introduced by Mandela to his
warden as “The only white man I will
ever call Boss.”
Born of Xhosa regal stock, the late
Walter Sisulu once remarked that if
it had not been for Sidelsky hiring
Mandela, “South Africa may have had
another tribal chief rather than its greatest president.” It was Sisulu who appealed to Sidelsky in the early 1940s
to employ “this young man from the
Transkei” at a time when, says Dov, “it
was very difficult to attain work even
as a white clerk – for a black clerk, almost impossible.”
Well, as Mandela used to famously
say, “It always seems impossible until
it’s done.”
Good Heavens!
Lazer Sidelsky’s grandson Daniel
who made Aliyah from Johannesburg
in 2012, relates meeting Mandela on

two occasions, both times in the presence of his late grandfather. “At the first
meeting we were discussing the difference between a terrorist and a freedom
fighter when Mandela remarked, “You
know, they used to brand me a terrorist and now they say I was a freedom fighter”.”
This fluid definition unsettled Daniel
until his second meeting!
His grandfather lay desperately ill
in hospital when Mandela paid him
a visit and to lighten the atmosphere
he jokingly asked:
“Lazer, what are your plans when you
get to heaven?”
“Granddad was in no physical condition to answer so Mandela continued,
“When I arrive in heaven the first thing
I plan to do is join the local ANC and
meet with millionaires to raise money
for schools in Africa.””
The distinction to Daniel was clear.
“Here was a man after a lifetime of
struggle and sacrifice - not for himself
but for his people - and his thoughts
and concerns about the hereafter remained still only for others. There was
no thought of what he in heaven deserved; only how he could continue to
serve.” This is a far cry, asserts Daniel,
from those who welcome heaven expecting rewards “like 72 virgins.”

ing which housed Sidelsky’ law offices had segregated elevators, “my uncle
would ride with Mandela on the one
reserved for blacks,” says Lennie.
In his memoirs, Mandela describes
“Natie” as his first white friend who
dragged him to his communist get-togethers. He amusingly records how Nat
gave him his first lesson in Communism
over a lunch break in Sidelsky’s office:
“Nelson, hold the other side
of my sandwich.”
“Break,” he says.
“And so I broke.”
“Now eat,” he instructs.
“So I ate.”
“You see, we share everything we have - you have
now had your first ‘bite’ of
Communism.”
Mandela had little ‘appetite’
for communism and noted with
both amusement and insight,
“They were a spirited bunch but more
focused on class than race.”
Sound Advice
Michael Jankelowitz from Jerusalem
and former Spokesman for the Jewish
Agency remembers the politics of the
struggle against apartheid “having
grown up in a home where my late father Colin Jankelowitz, a lawyer in Port
Elizabeth, defended local ANC leaders from 1958 until 1964.” Among his
most noted clients were the late Govan

by David Kaplan
Mbeki and Raymond Mthlaba, who
were sentenced with Mandela at the
Rivonia Trial and served many years
with him on Robben Island.
Michael may well feel personally indebted to Mandela. “It was 1948 and
my Dad, who was articled to Dave
Snaier, used to hang out with all the

Transformers. Mandela with Lazer Sidelsky who articled
him at a time when no white law firm in apartheid South
Africa would have done so.

other articled clerks together during
lunch breaks.”
It was at one such lunch break that
“Mandela asked my dad straight,
“Colin, when are you getting married?” When my dad replied that he
had not yet even proposed, Mandela
told him, “You better hurry up or she
will find somebody else.”

Uplifting
Lennie Pearl’s late uncle Nat
Bregman served
Class of 50. The final year law graduates at Wits in 1950 which includes Mandela (top 2nd from
articles togeththe left), Joe Slova (top right), Helen Goldfoot (centre) and the renown professors Hahlo and Khan.
er with Mandela
in Sidelsky’s law
firm and “remained
close friends until
he passed away in
2011.” Lennie, who
lives in Netanya
has many photographs of the family with Mandela.
While the build-

Top Class
Helen Goldfoot
from Herzliya
Pituach was
Secretary of the
Faculty of Law at
the University of
the Witwatersrand
(Wits) when
Mandela graduated in 1950. “He
was the only black
in his class that in-

Feature
cluded Joe Slovo. I was present at the
meeting of the senior professors who
met to discuss the final year grades
and I remember Prof. Morris Kahn
emphasizing how unlike all the white

Messages from Israel: Marcelle Sheiman,
Chairperson of the Israel-South Africa Chamber of
Commerce signing the memorial book at the memorial
service at the South African Embassy in Ramat Gan.

students, Mandela had to return home
each day to a hut in Soweto where
there was no electricity and had to
study by candlelight.” The signs were
already there “that here was a young
man, defying all the obstacles and was
driven to succeed.” Helen still recalls,
“How charming he was.”
‘Playboy’ to President
Spanning a career of reporting on
apartheid, Benjamin Pogrund was
frequently investigated by security police, put on trial several times, experienced prison once and had his passport
revoked. Today the former DeputyTimes Were A’Changing. Chairman of the SAZF
Solly Sacks at a reception he organised for Harry
Schwartz when
he was appointed
South African
Ambassador to
the United States
during the country’s
transition to
majority rule and
which Mandela was
guest of honor .
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Editor of the Rand Daily Mail is
the director of Yakar’s Center for
Social Concern in Jerusalem which
he founded.
He recalls that in the early days
“there was this image of Mandela
in the ANC as being a bit of a
playboy and ladies’ man. The
whisper among some of the rank
and file was that he was not really to be taken seriously. It sprang
from his imposing appearance tall, handsome and always impeccably
dressed in a suit.”
While the majority of blacks then
were labourers, mainly working in the
mining industry, “Mandela was a professional - an attorney with his own
car. This was a rarity among blacks at
the time.”
This perception was to dramatically
change following the Sharpeville massacre on 21 March 1961 “which tested Mandela to the ultimate. The ANC
and the rival PAC – whose call for action had precipitated Sharpeville – were
banned and the government was seizing
and jailing the leaders. Mandela disappeared; he went underground and
began to plan a stay-at-home strike
against the government. The entire
police force hunted him but he eluded them. He was known as the ‘Black
Pimpernel’. The playboy nonsense was
never heard again.”
Following the failure of the strike,
“he phoned me saying he believed
there was no longer a place for nonviolent resistance to apartheid. Shortly
after, he led the ANC in switching to a
policy of armed
resistance.”
His life thereafter until his
capture became
a game of cat
and mouse.
“We set up secret meetings by

No Longer Meeting in Secret. Former Deputy-Editor of
the Rand Daily Mail Benjamin Pogrund today a resident of
Jerusalem with Mandela shortly after his release in 1994.

sending messages through trusted people. We met at the home of Adelaide
and Paul Joseph near Joburg’s city
centre, or I parked my car at night
in a dark spot in a quiet street and
Mandela would appear. His disguise which did little to conceal him - was
a worker’s boiler suit.”
What struck Pogrund was “how he
projected such purpose and determination. He deliberately walked away
from a comfortable and secure life at
a level to which very few blacks could
ever have aspired to. Leaving behind
Winnie and their two young daughters, he put his life on the line and
there was never a single word of complaint or regret.”
His steadfast character was all too evident in later years to the apartheid leadership who, afraid Mandela might die
in prison and emerge a martyr, made
repeated offers to release him, “provided he agreed to retire to the vassal
Transkei Bantustan.”
Mandela rejected all offers coupled
with compromise and insisted on the
unconditional dismantling of apartheid.
For Mandela, there were no degrees
of freedom - one was either free or
one was not.
Many years would pass before Pogrund
again met Mandela. “I kept applying
for a visit and was refused. Then, out
of the blue, it was agreed. I was to be
allowed to see him as a friend, not as
a journalist, and had to promise not
to write anything.
“In the interview room, on the other

side of a large sheet of glass, in walked
Nelson: his hair grey, his face lined, but
looking in good health and as imposing as ever.”
Pogrund sensed a change about the
man. “Although he was the same warm
and friendly person I had known all
those years before, there was now an
added gravitas to him. He had come
through the fire, and was steeled and
strong. I noted that he had an authority unusual in a prisoner.” In all
the years working for The Rand Daily
Mail, “I had never before come across
a prisoner whose attitude and behaviour were not that of a prisoner. On
a subsequent visit with my wife, the
prison’s officer in the room deferred
to him. When we were saying goodbye in the entrance hall, it was hard
to believe that this was a man who
was going to be locked in that night.
It would be another four years before
he was released.”
Camaraderie

Former Telfed Chairman Solly Sacks
from Jerusalem recalls with amusement
the great parliamentary anti-apartheid
campaigner Helen Suzman once rebuking Mandela for constantly referring to his colleagues as “comrades’.
“Stop this nonsense,” she said.
“I suppose if Mandela could comfortably call the Queen of England
‘Elizabeth’, then Helen, who was one
of the few people who had visited him
in prison, could get away with being
so blunt.” What’s more, she said it two
days after his release in 1990 at
a meeting with
the Jewish leadPresidents and the
Physician. Syd Cohen (r) is
seen here in 1994 when he
accompanied the President of
Israel, Ezer Weitzman (centre)
as his personal physician to
the inauguration of Nelson
Mandela (l) as South
Africa’s first democratically
elected President.

ership in Johannesburg. Solly, who
at the time, was Chairman of the
SAZF, further recalls how Mandela
was astounded to hear that there were
only 100,000 Jews in South Africa.
Acknowledging their contribution,
“He believed the community was closer to 1.5 million,” and recognizing
their potential, expressed, “I want the
Jewish people of South Africa to stay
in South Africa and contribute to its
future.” Most memorable says Solly,
was listening to the reminiscing, “Especially between Helen,
Mandela and Issy Maisels.” In
truth says Solly, “They were
good friends of long standing
and comrades in the struggle.”

lines “I have cherished the ideal of a
democratic and free society in which
all persons live together in harmony
and with equal opportunities. It is an
ideal which I hope to live for and to
achieve. But if needs be, it is an ideal
for which I am prepared to die.”
She described Mandela’s address as
displaying “immense courage and
voiced the pain of millions of Africans.”
Reinforcing its support for Mandela,

Epilogue
While anti-Israel forces today
available at Gefen Publishing.
falsely besmirch Israel for its exaggerated association with South
Africa during the apartheid years
Guest of Honour. The late philanthropist and Jerusalem resident
– infinitesimal compared to other
Mendel Kaplan showing South Africa President Nelson Mandela
nations who were doing a roararound the South African Jewish Museum in Cape Town, which was
ing trade with the apartheid reopened by Mandela in 2000. (Shawn Benjamin/Ark Images)
gime – it is interesting to note
how Israel rose to the occasion
the Israeli Foreign Ministry roped in
in supporting Mandela when he faced
philosopher Martin Buber and Israeli
the gallows in 1964.
author Haim Hazaz who addressed a

According to the documents recently
declassified by the Israel State Archives,
Israel sent a letter to the South African
government urging it to negotiate with
Mandela and the other accused. The
letter also criticized the regime’s segregationist policies.
Israel’s foreign minister, Golda
Me i r , u r g e d
Israel’s charge
d ’ a ff a i r e s i n
Cape Town to
express Israel’s
displeasure
with the trial
and praised
Mandela’s opening address to
the court, noted
for its closing

letter to the government of South Africa
to protest the regime’s crackdown on
the ANC. “Talk to them. Listen to them.
They have something to say. You will not
silence their voices by hanging them. ...
From the land of Israel, we ask you to
assert your faith in the nobility of man,
whatever the colour of his skin. And if
you’d do unto others in accordance with
this faith, the future is yours, and theirs
... and the worlds.”
How Mandela, when he took the
oath of office in 1994 as the first black
president of South Africa, must have
reflected on those words he uttered
from the court room 30 years before,
for although “the ideal of a democratic
and free society” was an ideal he “was
prepared to die for”, destiny decreed
it was an ideal that he “would live for
and achieve.” •

Keren Telfed
Hymie Goldblatt – 90th birthday
Zellick & Fay Sendzul, Peggy Tobias,
Sydney & Pam Miller, Lionel & Marcia
Mallach, Bernie & Betty Hirshowitz,
Hymie & Kykie Josman, Henry & Ruth
Shakenovsky, Leila Stein, Gilbert & Valerie
Herbert, Gerald & Sharon Brook,
Lennie & Selma Cartoon

Tchiya Harris –
80th birthday
Martin & Linky
Furman, Rochie
Zahavi, Tamar
Meyer, Rochie &
Frankie Myers,
Barney & Fay
Wittert, Miriam
& Eli Shiloni,
Dave & Sarah
Paiken,
Hazel & Herbie
Gaito

Lionel Mallach – 70th birthday
Alex & Ethne Tolkin, Wilma
& Colin
Gluckman,
Prof. Bernard
& Betty
Hirshowitz,
Selwyn
& Nina
Golomb
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Keren Telfed and Oth er Funds

Please remember Keren Telfed when you are celebrating happy
occasions, when you are invited to enjoy meals with friends, or when
you want to pay tribute to the memories of loved ones. The Keren
Telfed Fund was started 30 years ago. Donations are used to assist
Southern Africans in Israel during times of individual or family hardship, or
national crisis. They are tax-deductible. All donations are acknowledged in
this column as soon as possible after receipt thereof.

Donors................................................................................Honorees
KEREN TELFED FUND (general assistance to the community as needed)
Louis Goldstein...............................................................David Kramer - on the passing of Rabbi Azriel Eliyahu Kramer
Louis Goldstein...............................................................Jonathan Mirvis – congratulations on his brother’s appointment
Basil & Joyce Geller.......................................................Gordon Futeran – birthday & granddaughter’s wedding
Edgar & Joyce Kohll......................................................Nick Alhadeff – special birthday
Michael & Eve Adler......................................................Jack Galloon – special birthday
Bebe Feldman.................................................................Alf & Ida Weinberg – 60th wedding anniversary
Geoff & Pam Boner.......................................................Michael & Fay Morris – 50th anniversary
Mum, Maish, Hadassa, Chaim, Sheila & family.......Rafi Barnett – 60th birthday
Bebe Feldman.................................................................Basil Geller – 80th birthday
Bebe Feldman.................................................................Simon & Shirley Meyerowitz – birthday & granddaughter’s wedding
Nathan and Shirley Kansky ......................................Basil Geller - special birthday
Celia and Harry Geffen ...............................................Mike and Loraine Solomon - golden wedding anniversary
Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper.....................Ernest’s 80th birthday
Arthur & Vivien Wolman.............................................Ernest Schneider-Kuper – 80th birthday
Arthur & Vivien Wolman.............................................Elizabeth Hertz – 70th birthday
Leon & Brenda Blum....................................................Honouring all their grandchildren
Boz & Yvette Fehler.......................................................Hylton & Judy Miller – in appreciation
Lionel & Marcia Mallach.............................................Bernie Hirschowitz – 90th birthday
Pinchas & Marcia Fisher..............................................Loraine & Mike Solomon – 50th wedding anniversary
Hymie & Mickey Goldblatt........................................Smoky Simon – warm congratulations on being honoured by Telfed
Howard & Yehudit Glazer...........................................Meir Katzin – 80th birthday
Mike & Loraine Solomon............................................Meir Katzin – 80th birthday
Mike & Loraine Solomon............................................Zvi Plant – 80th birthday
Annette Milliner Giladi................................................Berhard & Pearl Lazarus – in appreciation
Annette Milliner-Giladi................................................Hosts for dinner – in appreciation
Mike & Loraine Solomon............................................Harvey & Sue Harris – 50th anniversary
Michael & Sharon Shine.............................................Harvey & Sue Harris – 50th anniversary
Sheila Swiel & family....................................................Denise & Peter Sanders – Denise’s special birthday
Bobby & Valerie Kantor...............................................for TECI in honour of Dale Sklar
Ivor & Roni Wolf..............................................................Alec & Natalie Goldschmidt – 50th anniversary
Uri & Beryl Milunsky.....................................................Kykie Josman – 80th birthday
Henry & Ruth Shakenovsky......................................Kykie Josman – 80th birthday
Beryl Klotnick...................................................................Lynette Shapiro – in appreciation
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Robert Hyde – 70th birthday
George & Andy Cohen................................................Ralph Barnett – 60th birthday
Michael & Evelyn Adler...............................................Kalley Saacks – birthday
Stephen & Thelma Miller............................................Jack & Renee Strous – 50th anniversary
Sydney & Myra Joffe.....................................................Jack & Renee Strous – smachot
Alex & Renee Rose........................................................Jack & Renee Strous – 50th anniversary
Mayera Glassman..........................................................Marla Stein – 50th birthday
Joyce Miller.......................................................................Riwa Lapid, Hilary Berson – in appreciation
Fonda Dubb.....................................................................Norman Segal – 90th birthday
Mannie & Rayla Shimoni............................................Morris & Pat Basker – 55th anniversary
Liebe & Ellie Posniak.....................................................Morris & Pat Basker – 55th anniversary
Sidney & Irit Kaplan......................................................Les Amdur – 80th birthday
Ivan & Vivienne Maron................................................Batya Sherman – 70th birthday

SKY MASTER * DIRECT US TV

Tired of YES? Nothing to watch on HOT?
Get the MOST out of your TV set.
• Over 100 live stations in English from the UK. • Hundreds of movies on demand any time with no extra charge.
• All cricket, rugby, soccer and other sports. • News, entertainment, documentaries, children and much more.
• Low installation fee, pay as you go.• No satellite dish needed.
• Catch up TV. Never miss a show again.
For more information. call Meir Levmore:
• The easiest system to use on the market.
I will help you lower your internet provider bill.

050-7207010 or email meir@itvsat.com

Ben & Adele Schalit......................................................Joel Klotnick – 70th birthday
Arthur & Vivien Wolman.............................................Joel Klotnick – 70th birthday
Joe & Esther Milner.......................................................Judy Cohen – granddaughter’s wedding
Ivan & Shirley Kantor, Cecil & Pat Breiter............Julius Chasen – new home
Gaby & Freda Haimovitz.............................................Dave Amdur – 94th birthday
Yitschak & Henia Movsowitz, Cecil & Rhoda
Zlotnick, Kelly Modlin..................................................Shabtai & Yocheved Grolman – 50th anniversary
Miranda Saltz...................................................................Andrea Armist - 1st grandchild

Simon Nowikow – 90th birthday
Sharon Bernstein & family, Carol & Larry
Levin & family,
Renee Griller,
Susan Sharon,
Chesler/Rabuchim
family, Gerald &
Freda Wolman,
Pinchas & Batya
Melchior, Sidney &
Michele Shapiro

PROJECT HELPING HAND (to improve the quality of life of the elderly)
Harold & Edie Kaufman..............................................In loving memory of their son, Ilan
Ginsberg family..............................................................In memory of Bella & Isaac Ginsberg
Sender & Zelda Lees.....................................................In memory of Avraham & Edythe Lees
Rose Merkel......................................................................In loving memory of her sister Naomi Gam (nee Solomon)
Ben & Adele Schalit......................................................In loving memory of Leo & Freda Schalit, & Solly & Rose Etkin
Andrea Armist.................................................................In loving memory of Brian and Jason Armist and Esther Saltz
Gavin & Simone Rifkind..............................................In memory of Devorah bat Getzel, Getzel ben David Meir, Miriam bat Mendel Leib
Michael & Sheila Zetler...............................................Marking 40th yahrzeit for Aaron Gorogow (of Wellington) and 10th yahrzeit for Max (Boet) Zetler (of Stellenbosch)
Menachem & Michelle Fogel....................................In loving memory of Ruby Moskovitz and Rabbi Joseph and Judy Fogel
Naomi Fredman.............................................................Michael & Eve Adler, Gordon & Ricky Futeran – granddaughter’s marriage
Gershon Gan....................................................................In loving memory of his parents Arie & Brina Genn
Harold & Merle Jankelowitz......................................In loving memory of Solly & Miriam Jankelowitz
Phillip & Estelle Chasen...............................................In loving memory of David & Joyce Altshuler
Jack & Sarah Goodman –
Riva & Eli Solomon........................................................In loving memory of Bertha & Eddy Gild
50th anniversary
Luba Zuk............................................................................In loving memory of Joseph Zuk
Vivien & Arthur Wolman, Sydney
Anonymous......................................................................In memory of Ros Israelstam
Wolman, Hymie Ribick, David &
Ginsberg family..............................................................In memory of Bella & Isaac Ginsberg
Marlene Gaffan, Gerald & Freda
Louis Goldstein...............................................................In loving memory of Sydney Goldstein
Wolman, Sheila Swiel & family
Sybil Sadowsky & family.............................................In fond memory of Dots Sadowsky
Louis Goldstein...............................................................In loving memory of Sydney Goldstein
Zellick & Fay Sendzul ..................................................In loving memory of their parents
Aubrey & Merle Ginsberg..........................................In loving memory of Bella & Isaac Ginsberg
Phillip & Estelle Chasen...............................................In loving memory of David & Joyce Altshuler
Riva & Eli Solomon........................................................In loving memory of Bertha & Eddy Gild
Hymie & Micky Goldblatt...........................................In memory of Myron Weinberg
Andrea Armist.................................................................To welcome her new grandson
Freda Pincus (honouring Sidney Shapiro)..........Phyllis Sacher - birthday
Issy & Paula Miodownik (honouring Sidney Shapiro)....Phyllis Sacher - birthday
Anne Bloch.......................................................................In memory of Prof. Wolfie Traub
Dave & Gail Bloom........................................................Leslie & Lala Bloom
Avi & Rosie Hechter......................................................Jeff Fabian – 85th birthday
Naomi Fredman.............................................................Annette Milliner-Giladi – great-grandson’s birth
Naomi Fredman.............................................................Kykie Josman – 80th birthday
Avi & Rosie Hechter......................................................Kykie Josman – 80th birthday
Fonda Dubb.....................................................................Herman Hirshmann – 76th birthday
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Keren Telfed
Esther Shull
celebrating
her 90th
birthday
with her four
sons – Joey,
Les, Brian and
Philip

Phyllis Sacher
– 94th birthday
Zellick & Fay Sendzul, David
& Hilary Kaplan, Annette
Milliner-Giladi, Michael &
Sheila Zetler

Esther Shull – 90th birthday
Allan & Lynette Kacev, Sonia
Kacev,Julie Kalderon, Gaby & Freda
Haimovitz,Zena Berelowitz, Jack &
Janice Friedberg, Michael & Sheila
Zetler, Mervyn & Desiree Galansky,

Tsvi Dwolatzky
– on
gaining his
professorship
Sharon & Frank
Balkin, Rachel
& Tzvi Bessin,
Hazel & Jackie
Glassman,
Noggy & Eileen
Fridman, Hadassah & Maish Lapidot, Brian
& Judy Levin, Joni & Aaron Liwerant, Jonty
& Heather Maresky, Sherman Oxenhandler,
Rhoda & Dovi Shochat, Glenda & Avi Sulski,
Ronnie & Elana Myerson

Avraham Infeld...............................................................In loving memory of his father, Zvi Infeld
Solly & Estelle Sher........................................................Naty & Denise Tobias – 50th anniversary
SURF (Special Urgent Relief Fund)
Joe Woolf & family........................................................Hymie Goldblatt – 90th birthday
Hertzel & Lola Katz........................................................Malcolm Dash – birthday
Hertzel & Lola Katz........................................................SURF
Ethel Salomon.................................................................SURF
Hertzel and Lola Katz...................................................Kykie Josman – 80th birthday
Bennie Penzik..................................................................Hertzel Katz
Sid Shapiro on his retirement
& 70th birthday
Freda Pincus, Carol, Paula, Issy
& family, Harry Brodie, Mervin
& Kaeren Fish, Ben & Jillian
Friedman, Jay & Maureen Rosen,
Rufus & Natalie Moss-Rendell,
Bernhard & Pearl Lazarus,
Michael & Julie Mensky, Debbie
Chitiz, Norman and Telma Geri,
Harold & Edie Kaufman, Marcus
and Rhona Sheer

IN MEMORIAM
Paul & Sharon Bernstein.............................................On the 6th yahrzeit for their beloved son, Jason
Fonda Dubb.....................................................................Meir Judeiken & family – in fond memory of Paula Judeiken
Aura Kruss.........................................................................In loving memory of Michael Kruss
Julian Hurwitz..................................................................In loving memory of Julius Epstein (Yehuda Ben Shmuel Anshel)
Roy Chweidan ................................................................In loving memory of dear Perla and Ivan
Doreen Bik........................................................................On the 11th yahrzeit for her beloved daughter, Marilyn Chazan
Jonathan Lessick ...........................................................In loving memory of Claire Lessick
LONE SOLDIERS FUND (to assist young South African lone soldiers)
David & Rae Kopping...................................................Lone soldiers
Stanley & Sharon-Anne Epstein..............................Ruth Arons, in loving memory of her children Mark and Tamarah
Rebecca Marock.............................................................In loving memory of her husband, Philip

12 Kikar Haatzmaut, Netanya; Tel: 09-8607000, Fax 09-8620719

Special Deals for Pesach and Spring 2014
Check our
website:

KEREN ALIZA (to assist school children in Kfar Saba with school books)
Walter Hatchuel, children & grandchildren.......In loving memory of their wife and mother, Rica

www.shakedtours.co.il

MAYER PINCUS BAREL FUND (education fund)
Jackie Kloss and family...............................................Tzvi Dwolatzky on becoming Professor of Geriatric Medicine
Tzvi and Linda Pakter...................................................Tzvi Dwolatzky on receiving a professorship
Asher Susser

NIEL BOBROV
at Shaked Tours
09-8607001
niel@shakedtours.co.il

MARILYN CHAZAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Allie and Erica Dubb.....................................................Myra Levin and Sydney Joffe - new home
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For Your Travel
Requirements,
Wherever,
Whenever...

or contact:

SOUTH AFRICA: Airfares from $999 per person
NEW YORK: Airfares from $999 per person

Call Hilary
Kaplan:

09-7672404
050-5372522
hildav@netvision.net.il

PACKAGES TO GREEK ISLANDS: 7 days from $999.00 per person
Cyprus Bowls Supporters Tour: 18th to 24th April 2014, still a few rooms available.

ALL CRUISES at unbelievable prices to:
Greek Isles, Europe, Scandinavia, USA (Alaska, Bahamas and Caribbean)
all prices include taxes and fuel charges

Book Nook

By Dave Bloom

Pat of the
Bushveld
A

f t e r r e a d i n g Pa t
Friedberg’s memoir
“Letters from Wankie,” I
could not help but smile
and think back to my own
childhood in Rhodesia of
the 1950s. Although Pat
and I lived in the same
country - our worlds were
at the extremes of a spectrum which framed life
for the priveleged white
community at that time.
Through the letters she
wrote back home to her
parents in England, Pat has woven
a fascinating and colourful story of
how a newly married Jewish couple
find themselves in the dusty “onehorse” town of Wankie, the site of
a huge coal mining operation by
Anglo American.
Pat’s husband grew up in South
Africa and obtained his medical
qualifications in the UK. He met
his twenty-year-old wife and per“Can I Go Home Now”. Tongue-incheek, the author notes on the photo
of the Native Affairs Office where she
worked
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“Letters from Wankie”
by Patricia Friedberg,
Published by Rainbow
Books Incorporated is
available in both soft
cover and e-book via
Amazon.

suades her to try their first years of
marriage in Africa. They both find
Johannesburg culturally and socially stifling, and he accepts a position with the company at a remote
outpost in Rhodesia called Wankie.
Soon after arriving at the sizzlingly hot coal mining town, they were

given their first lodgings which for
a “peaches and cream” young Jewish
girl from London was “no more
than a thatch-roofed rondavel with
no lock on the front door. There,
Pat had her first encounters with
lizards, spiders, flies, mosquitos,
snakes and other African wildlife.
Pat refers to her very basic and rough
conditions in Wankie, compared to
those of the “townies” of Salisbury
(where I grew up), or the families of

“No”where in Africa.
Pat makes a home for
herself in the ‘onehorse town’ of Wankie.

Bulawayo with their manicured gardens and numerous servants. A really
interesting part of the book for me
is Pat’s fantastic recall of her work
with the Native Commission (NC)
who were the (White) government’s
arm in charge of birth-to-death issues in the (Black) African society.
Wankie is located in the south-west
area of Rhodesia where the Ndebele
tribe live, and through her work as
the Clerk of the Court at the NC
she experiences and describes, with
much humour, a fascinating insight into that culture. Issues of lobola (bride price) are common, but
marriages, murder cases and White
managers beating their Black staff
are amongst the many cases that
come before the court. Most White
Rhodesians of the day would only
encounter blacks as servants or in
the workplace and had little knowledge or understanding of their culture. Pat and her colleagues, mostly
UK educated, showed a surprising
level of empathy. Some of Pat’s letters displayed remarkable insights
for that time of the underlying problems of a racially divided Rhodesia.
She was clearly “different” and nonconformist. For that reason alone,
(but not only) I would highly rec-

ommend “Letters from Wankie” as
a highly readable and well written
book. It provides a snapshot of life

and the culture of people living in
a remote district of Rhodesia in the
early 1950s. •

MANDELA’S BOSS

The Sidelsky-Nelson Mandela Connection
“To former Boss Laz,
Compliments and best wishes to a
man who trained me to serve our
country. I will ever remain indebted to
you and Godie.
Mandela 14.1.95”

‘Mandela‘s Boss’ is the story of Lazer Sidelsky, a prominent South African
Jewish lawyer, who believed in the abilities of a young black law clerk,
Nelson Mandela.
Sidelsky‘s sons, Barry and Colin, document the relationship between these
two men with illuminating stories, events, articles, newspaper cuttings and
photographs involving the Sidelsky family and Nelson Mandela.

To order the book contact Barry Sidelsky:
dovs1@netvision.net.il or
02-6519995
054-5308804
Price NIS 60 / NIS 75 (inc, postage)

Nuptials

RS

Jonathan, son of Ronnie and Susan Dyne of
Sydney (originally South Africa), married
Talia, daughter of Woolf and Barbara
Solomon of Johannesburg.

Law Office
Carli, daughter of Barry & Marcelle Kornel of
Ra’anana, married Oded, son of Rafi and Tamar
Miranda of Givataim.

Sara, daughter of Dovid and Esther Salmon
of Jerusalem and granddaughter of Eddy and
Joan Salmon of Pardes Hanna, married Yossi,
son of Rabbi Avrohom and Malka Klein of
Jerusalem.

Nuptials
Avrahamy, son of Dovid and Esther Salmon
of Jerusalem and grandson of Eddy and Joan
Salmon of Pardes Hanna, married Devori,
daughter of Rabbi Yitzchak and Naomi
Talansky, also of Jerusalem.

Irit, daughter of Orna and Roni Cohen,
married Shimon, son of Ariel and Anita
Habib, Grandson of Mabel and Joe
Ginsberg of Bulawayo.
Sharon, daughter of Nechama
Joselowitz Keynan of Hod Hasharon,
married Barak, son of the late Moshe
and Miriam Leventer of Kfar Sirkin.
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We act in:
All Civil Law,
Real Estate,
Contracts,
Trusts, Wills,
Inheritance,
Litigation
ADV Boaz Rabin

Daniella, daughter of Rosalyn
and Michael Futeran of Kfar
Saba and grandaughter of
Michael and Eve Adler and
Ricky and Gordon Futeran,
married Omer, son of Eti and
Gidon Cohen of Herzlia.
Eytan, son of Ethne (Wasserman
ex-Brakpan) and Cobi Caspy of Ariel,
married Efrat, daughter of Leah and
Arieh Gothait of Ariel.

054-4819624
ADV Haim Shalom

054-2042222
Office +972 3 624 1818

Fax +972 3 624 1798
65 Yigal Alon Street
PO Box 20395
Tel Aviv 61203

Religion

40 years on,
his legacy still
shines

A
Leading
Light
T

here are few Southern African
Jews that have not heard of
Chief Rabbi Israel Abrahams – even
if they were not from Cape Town.
So it was not surprising that members of the SA community in Israel
packed into the Telfed boardroom one
October night to honour his memory
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on the occasion of his 40th Yahrzeit.
Organised by his daughter Dr.
Rosalind Romem and her husband
Meir, the late Chief Rabbi of the
Cape, South West Africa and Northern
Rhodesia (Zambia), came alive with the
reading of extracts from his sermons
and essays, a PowerPoint journey into
the past, a riveting address by Derek
Perlman, a goose-pimple popping
rendition of El Malei Rahamim by
Chazan Solly Goldberg (a former
student of Abrahams) and the most
moving of all, impromptu emotional
revelations by people in the audience.
All who spoke attested to the Chief
Rabbi’s brilliant sermons and that his
insights and erudition gave pride to
and helped shape a vibrant Jewish and
Zionist community.
Son-in-law Meir, a retired Israeli diplomat, proudly revealed he was not
averse to quoting from his esteemed
father-in-law when the occasions presented themselves during his overseas
postings. One can understand why.
The sentiments expressed by Rabbi
Abrahams remain timeless – as valid
today as they will be tomorrow and
as they were when they were first so
eloquently articulated.

Israel Reborn

On the first Rosh Hashanah after
independence, Rabbi Abrahams’
sermon captured the excitement and
expectation of world Jewry as well as
noting the immense responsibilities
that lay ahead.
“This is a solemn, infinitely responsible
moment in our history. We enter a
New Era. We embark on a new life.
Its keynote is construction. We must
build again. But every constructive
endeavour must have a foundation.
On what basis shall we erect this new

edifice of Jewish life? This is the time
to think deeply, to plan well.”
Concluding he said: “And even as
we build in Israel, so we must build
in Chutz La’Aretz (the Diaspora).
There must be constructive parallelism between the two. There must be
a rhythmic response in the Diaspora
to the heart-beat of life in the historic homeland. We are divided by political and physical barriers, but united by spiritual bridges. We are one
faith, one in Hebraic culture, one in
historic memories. This unity is vital
to us. We must nourish it.... In every
Synagogue, in every Talmud Torah, in
every Jewish Society, above all, in every
Jewish Home, let us build the eternal City of God, the universal State
of Israel – shel Ma’alah.”

Minding or
Meddling?

“Should Rabbis Participate in Politics?”
is a question that is relevant today no
less than when “Rabbi Yohanan ben
Zakkai made peace with Vespasian,”
or “Rabbi Akiba set the nation aflame
in support of Bar Kochba in his tragic resistance to Hadrian.” Israeli rabbis today participate in politics from
both the pulpit and Knesset podium
which begs the question: What are
the parameters - if any - of rabbinical
political power? Are they minding or
meddling in the affairs of state?
On this intriguing subject, Yarom
Romen, Rabbi Abrahams’ grandson
and a lawyer, read from the Rabbis’
essay citing the following story to
illustrate the point:
“There was once a Jewish preacher
who, in his desire to please his
congregation, resolved to preach
only on subjects that met universal
favour. On the first Sabbath, he took so

innocent a theme as Shemirat Shabbat
(Sabbath Observance); but he found
to his dismay that he had stirred a
hornets’ nest. The Mechalelei Shabbat
(Desecrators of Sabbath) vehemently
denounced him for meddling with
matters outside his legitimate sphere.
Sabbath observance, they insisted, was
an economic question; the preacher
should keep to his proper task –
religious instruction.
The following Sabbath, the Rabbi
chose commercial morality as his
topic. But the howl of protest was
even fiercer. “Cobbler stick to your
last!” was the burden of criticism from
all quarters. “What do you know of
‘Geshaft’? Business is of no concern
of yours!”
Next the Minister ventured to speak
on Zionism. But lo, some would have
none of it. This was an unpardonable
desecration of Jewish Sanctities. In
no unmistakable terms the spiritual
leader of the congregation was to
understand that Zionism must in
future be regarded as Streng verboten.
Sadly, the Rabbi perceived that
human affairs were altogether too dangerous to be discussed in the synagogue.
Utterly dejected, the preacher appealed to his one remaining friend
in the community for counsel: What

Rabbi Abrahams with Rebbetzin
Estelle Ethel Abrahams.

was he to do? Smilingly his
friend replied: “What you
lack Rebbe, is not a theme,
but vertebrae. Have a little backbone; critics you
will always have.””

On education

It was little wonder that Rabbi
Abrahams fought so strenuously for
the establishment of the Jewish Day
School in Cape Town. In an essay
‘Jewish Education: Its Aims and
Problems’, he wrote, “Jewish education enshrines the secret of Jewish
survival. It is the link between generation and generation...and should
serve as the cornerstone of our communal structure, constitute the primary objective of our collective endeavour, and should be the supreme
ideal to which Jewish parents dedicate their holiest efforts in the rearing of their children.”
Most significant, and a far cry from
many rabbis in the Diaspora today,
Zionism was an integral component
of Jewish education. “A factor that has
played a vital part in fostering Jewish
consciousness in South Africa, especially among the youth, has been the
successful propagation in our midst

Dr. Rosalind and Meir
Romen holding two of Rabbi
Abrahams celebrated works,
‘Living Water’ and ‘Pathways
in Judaism’.
He wrote a history of the
Jews of the Western Cape
from its beginnings until the
end of the Anglo Boer War,
and translated the scholarly
works of Prof Umberto
Cassuto from Hebrew into
English.

by David Kaplan

of Zionist ideals and the
resultant participation of
our Community in the
upbuilding of our national home.”
This was an issue that
Abrahams carried forth
not only in word but in
deed when he made Aliyah with his
wife Rebbetzin Estelle Ethel Abrahams
in 1973.

Wise Whisperings

Settling in Jerusalem, Rabbi Abrahams
joined the Yeshurun Great Synagogue
where he sat next to no less a colourful
personality - MK Joseph Burg, found-

Meeting of Great Minds: Rabbi Abrahams and
SA Prime Minister Jan Smuts

er of the National Religious Party.
Renowned for his sharp erudite wit,
journalists used to dub Burg’s Knesset
appearances as “Burgtheater,” after the
famous playhouse in Vienna. One
could only surmise on the enriching
and entertaining exchanges between
these two great rabbis between davening. This writer would be most eager
to hear from anyone who sat in earshot of those conversations.
They could prove enlightening for an
enthralling installment on ‘Rabbinical
Revelations’! •
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Danger in Damascus
Danger and Destruction: Paula interviews a resident
who has lost his loved ones and possessions.

Currently based in Tel
Aviv as Russia TV’s Middle
East Bureau Chief, this
plucky South African
spent two weeks this past
November in war-torn
Syria. Having previously
reported from war-torn
Afghanistan, turbulent
Egypt during the
overthrow of Mubarak,
and the raging Civil War
in Libya, Paula Slier
admits to Telfed Magazine,
“This time I was a little
scared.”

She had good reason
to be.
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Paula opens the interview clarifying
that journalists cannot “switch sides”
in Syria – you either report embedded with the rebels or the forces of
Bashar al-Assad.” There is no “crossing over” from one side to the other
– that’s not only a dangerous game;
it’s an impossible one.” Paula’s team
reported from the perspective of the
President, and was well received and
assisted by the Syrian regime.
Where Angels Fear to Tread
The drive from Beirut to Damascus
while anxious was uneventful; not so
thereafter.
“We went in November to cover the
arrival of the UN appointed chemical inspectors but that turned out a
non-starter - they were out of bounds
to reporters.” However, that did not
send Paula and her TV team back
to Tel Aviv; there was no shortage
of ‘explosive material’ to keep their

cameras rolling.
No sooner had they arrived, “Two
bombs went off three minutes apart
between the Four Seasons Hotel where
the UN inspectors were staying and
the Syrian State TV building. There
was much speculation as to who were
the intended targets.” While the international concern was for the inspectors, “we believed the attack was
directed at Syrian State TV to intimidate journalists supporting Assad.”
Paula bases this on local journalists
showing her websites put out by the
opposition listing the names of proAssad journalists and the photographs
with the word ‘WANTED’. Next to
those that had been assassinated, there
appeared crosses. “We interviewed a
woman reporter whose name was on
the list. She had no doubt that the
bomb near her TV station was sending a chilling message – go on the air
for Assad and you are DEAD. ” This

is life in Syria today! “The city functions – people shop, there is traffic in
the streets and the schools are open –
but there is an atmosphere of death
lurking, maybe in the next street or
around a corner, outside important
state or civic buildings and most certainly at Yarmouk Camp.”
A district of Damascus, Yarmouk
is a battle-scarred Palestinian refugee camp. “It is also on the front
line and is reminiscent of a bombed
out European city from World War
II with fighting constantly occurring
amongst the grey rubble.”
The Walking Dead
“Interviewees in Yarmouk told us
that the civil war changed everything
– it shattered families. If political affiliations between Hamas and Fatah
might not have been a big deal before the war, not so thereafter! It ignited a communal implosion that led
to Hamas supporters taking up arms
with the “rebels” while Fatah went
with President Assad. Brother turned
against brother. One Palestinian fighter told me, that he and his one brother were fighting for Assad while his
three other brothers were fighting
for the rebels.”

Clearly they were not planning a
family reunion anytime soon! “This
fighter made it clear – should their
paths cross, brother would not hesitate to kill brother.”
The women are no less entrenched
in the schism. “We spoke to a young
man whose wife’s brothers were sympathetic to Hamas while he was a
member of Fatah. Before the civil
war this was not a problem and the
couple got married.” Following the
outbreak of hostilities, the romance
turned deadly and the couple, now
divorced, are sworn enemies.”
Most illuminating, “was the change
in attitude of many Syrians towards
Palestinians who they feel have betrayed them. They will argue, “We
stood up for their cause more than
most other Arab countries; we gave
them refuge and now look how they
quickly turned on us”.”
Compounding this labyrinth of
convoluted thinking, Paula reveals
that many of the foreign volunteer
fighters “who are poor, young, uneducated and misinformed” believed
they “had signed up to fight for the
Palestinians against the Zionists. They
had no idea Israel had nothing to do
with this war and that they would

Amnon Plumber

be fighting Arabs not Jews!” Clearly
it was an easier sell to recruit under
the marketing banner of liberating
Palestine than saving their kinfolk
from Arab tyrants.
And by the time they realize they
had been duped, they would be in
the thick of battle and adherents to
the old adage:
“Ours is not to reason why but to
do or die.”
The Streets of Yarmouk
Paula’s crew spent a day with a
Palestinian fighter supporting Assad.
“You move from street to street – it
is in complete rubble, and despite
this, you see families are beginning
to return.”
“To what?” I incredulously ask.
“It is the luck of the draw as to
whether the returning family has a
home still standing. We found one
such ‘lucky’ family in their trashed
home – it was a shambles but at least
it had walls and a roof. The wife told
of their experiences being out in the
open for ten weeks sleeping on pavements. She said she will never leave
again - nothing is worse than being
homeless.”
Her first task, as with all the re-

24-hour
express
service

• Expert in locating and repairing leaks
• Bathroom renovations
• Installation of hot water boiler systems and geysers
• Agreements with all insurance companies

Telephones (direct)
•

050-5308104
•
(09)7715556
•
(09)7749016
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turning families “was to barricade
any openings with rubble against
snipers. Residents have made holes
in their walls between properties so
they can move around the camp to
avoid stepping outside and becoming targets for snipers.”
There were snipers on both sides.
“We interviewed a divorced mother of two who was a sniper in the
Syrian army. She would wake up in
the morning; put on her make-up,
dress into her army uniform, walk
twenty minutes to the Yarmouk camp
where she took up a strategic position to shoot at snipers from the other
side. If she survived the day, she returned home, attended to her kids,
ate and then went to bed.”
She would need her rest. These are
long days ‘at the office’!
Hell in Homs
“We were told by the army that the
road to Homs was safe; and it was.
However, two days before there had
been ambushes. You never know; situations fluctuate and one’s safety is
dependent partly on Intelligence and
partly on Lady Luck. We spent a day
embedded with a Syrian army unit
on the front line. Like any army in
the world, these were boys 18 and
19 years old. The situation in Homs
was similar to that in Yarmouk with
families returning to what was left of
their homes. It was bizarre – in one
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street there would be fighting and in
the next, young soldiers playing football with kids.”
One of the soldiers who had laid
down his rifle to kick a soccer ball,
told me that, “his dream to become
a professional football player went
quite literally up in smoke, He said
he had to fight so that kids today
could fulfill their dreams of one day
become footballers.”
Leaving Homs, “one of the soldiers
handed me a crucifix that he had
picked up, and said “keep it. When
you look at it, please pray for me because when you return to Syria, I will
On the Frontline. Paula’s TV
crew and two of Assad’s
soldiers in a devastated
neighbourhood of Homs.

be dead.” He was only 18 years old.”
Epilogue
A sobering thought for Israelis:
“Do something, write, tell the
world,” cried out Dr. Arieh Avidan,
deputy director of the ophthalmology department at the Rebecca Sieff
Hospital in Safed who was haunted
by the image of a 15-year-old Syrian
boy who arrived at the hospital with a
missing hand and both eyes shattered.
While Israel was treating Syrian
refugees trickling across the border,
this humanitarian news was blocked
from reaching the Syrian public. “The
Syrians we spoke to refer to Israelis
as “Zionist occupiers”, and despite
the brutal war with Arab killing
Arab, “the hatred towards Israel runs
deep and we found NO support for
any peace talks between Israelis and
Palestinians.”
This visceral hate in the Arab world
Paula found even more bizarre in
Egypt. “Egyptians I interviewed there
blamed the Zionists for the revolution
and then blamed them for its failure.”
Go figure!•

Beth Protea has extended its warm and loving care as well as its services to the community at large. The goal is to provide
security and peace of mind to senior citizens (and their families) who PREFER TO REMAIN IN THEIR OWN HOMES.
This exciting new project is called Protea Home Care. It is a modular program where each client chooses which services
best suit their particular requirements.
There is a long list of services available which include:
• Personal “Case Manager” who visits each client on a regular basis and is available 24/7
• Appointed Social Worker for support coordinating community services
• Minor Home Repairs
• Homemade Food Delivery
• Shopping
• Laundry
• Nurses & Caregivers
• Physiotherapy, Dietician, Optometrist
For further information, please contact Amichay.
Tel: 0526-849-998
Email: amichay@bethprotea.com

OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW …

A STAR IS BORN …

December 2013 was a month packed with flickering
candles, music, latkes & art. Chanukah celebrations
included a concert with Ahia Rubin, traditional candle
lighting, delectable traditional treats and the residents
well known Art Exhibition proving once again that our
talented residents’ handiwork simply gets better year after
year. Before we could catch our breath, 2014 was upon
us. A sensational party for New Year’s Eve and farewell to
Clive welcomed in the New Year. Health Day on January 1
ensured both staff and residents would start the year off on
a healthy note.

Who would have thought that the magical voice of Rose
Osanga would be the next winner of the National TV
reality show “X Factor”. Rose, a close friend of several of our
caregivers here at Beth Protea, made her debut singing for
the residents & Filipinos at their annual Christmas parties
both in 2012 & 2013. She later became the “hot” favorite
candidate on this popular television show and won the
competition in January.

BETH PROTEA – The Pride of Israel’s Southern African Community
5 Asher Barash Street, Herzlia, Tel: 09-9595222, Fax: 09-9595300
Email: info@bethprotea.org.il
Website : www.bethprotea.org.il
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Retrieved from the Ashes.
Rescued from the burnt-out
Bulawayo synagogue, the bust of
Chaim Weizmann by SA Jewish
sculptor Herman Wald now at the
Weizmann Institute in Rechovot.

Busting out of
Bulawayo
ChaimWeizmann who visited Rhodesia in 1932
left a lasting impression on the Jewish community.
When the Bulawayo Synagogue sadly
burned down in 2003 destroying an
irreplaceable collection of generations
of memories, in the rubble and smoldering ash lay the bust of Israel’s first
State President Chaim Weizmann. It
was found by Ilan Elkaim and Mervyn
Trappler - one of the few treasures that
survived the devastating conflagration.
Stored for many years, the statute
was shipped in 2012 to the Weizmann
Institute in Rehovot who were curious as
to the identity of the artist and so contacted
former Zimbabwean and Telfed Chairman Dave Bloom.
Initial enquiries drew a blank until Dave posted photos of
the bust on the Zimbabwe Facebook page and responses
poured in – “it was the work of the late Herman Wald,
a famous SA Jewish sculptor from the forties and fifties.”
Dave then tracked down the sculptor’s son Louis Wald
in London who confirmed that the bust had been purchased from his father by the Bulawayo Jewish community in 1954.
That year commemorated the sixtieth anniversary of the
historic meeting of 21 Jewish pioneers who gathered in a canvas
tent to ‘officially’ proclaim and
open the Bulawayo synagogue
even before the area where the
tent was pitched had been officially proclaimed a town.
Ahead of their time were these
hardy pioneers as was Weizmann,
who when visiting Southern Africa
in the 1930s, was promoting ‘the
dream’ of a future Jewish state!

Heading to Israel

If the epitaph of the burning of the Bulawayo
synagogue read in 2004,
“100 years of Jewish history up in smoke,” it is a fitting
epilogue that the surviving bust of Weizmann that had
so watched over such a vibrant Zionist community in
central Africa has finally come on Aliyah and settled at
the Weizmann Institute whose groundbreaking research
is destined to continue transforming the landscape of
the Jewish People and beyond.

Reaching the
Pinnacle

When it comes to the contribution to
medicine in Israel, Southern Africans
have been in the forefront from even
before independence in
Haifa
1948. It is a trend that
Heavyweight.
has continued ever since.
Award winning
Former head of Internal
Prof. Gerald
Brook one of the
Medicine Department at
founders of both
Rambam Hospital and a
the Haifa and the
Professor at the Technion
Technion Medical
Schools.
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Medical School, Prof. Gerald Brook recently received
two awards. The first was from the Israel Society of
Internal Medicine “for his contribution to the advancement of research, education and treatment in the field of
Internal Medicine in Israel” and the second from the Israel
Medical Association Society for Research, Prevention
and Treatment of Atherosclerosis “in recognition of his
long standing activity on behalf of the society, and for
his contribution towards producing a new generation of
medical excellence in Israel.”
Gerald focused mainly, he says, “on cholesterol and lipids (fats in the blood stream), one of the main causes and
risk factors of hardening of the arteries and heart attacks.”
Having come on Aliyah in 1960, Gerald looks back
with pride as having been one of the founders of both
the Haifa and the Technion Medical Schools and looks
forward to the day when Southern Africans in the medical profession would again make Haifa their home. “After
all,” he says, “Rambam is one of the premium hospitals
in the country - it’s third largest with an outstanding international reputation.”

Wings over Israel

Aharon Granot
Silversmith
Restoration and repair of antique
Silverware and Judaica
Kibbutz Yizrael 052-5225962
aharongranot@gmail.com

Please note our new office address (as of 25/4/14)

Joffe-Jankelowitz
Insurance Services
Elementary:
Car, House, Business & Travel
Private Health:
Health Insurance & Frail Care (Siudi)
Life:
Life Insurance, Pension Funds, Kupot Gemel & Keren Hishtalmut

“I’ve always been interested in birds,” says74 year-old
Gerda Israel (nee Perlson) of Jerusalem who recently
photo: Ruth Schueler
received a 2013 Senior Citizen’s
Volunteer Award at a special ceremony at the Knesset for her lifelong contribution to the environment through her study of birdlife.
Presenting her with the award was
the Speaker of the Knesset, Yuli
Edelstein and the Minister for
Senior Citizens, Uri Orbach.
No sooner had Gerda landed in
Israel from Port Elizabeth in 1960
as a member of Bnei Akiva, she
herself commenced pouncing on
Gerda Israel and a
birds landing in Israel. These new arrivals blackcap warbler.
- unlike Gerda - were not ‘making Aliyah’;
they were merely popping in “to rest and fuel up” before moving on their way to better pastures – either in
Europe or Africa depending on the season.

info@joffeins.co.il
Tel: 03-6329112/3 Fax: 03-6329116
32 Shaham Street, Kiryat Matalon, Petach Tikva

Lady of th e Rings

The activity for which Gerda was recently honoured
is known as ‘Bird Ringing’. It is so called because of
the light-shaped tag placed on its leg when captured
by enthusiasts like Gerda who are known as ‘ringers’.
When a bird is caught, it is usually weighed and measured before being released. The idea is that somewhere
else they will be captured at another ringer station and
the information will be sent back to us providing information on destination, the time it
took for the birds to arrive there and
their physical condition. In this way ornathologists will build up a picture on
birds migration patterns.”
So which are the most frequent migrants?
“The Blackcap Warbler from Europe
that stops en route to Ethiopia and Kenya. It never goes
continued on next page
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photo: Ruth Schueler

Bird Ringers. Gerda Israel
and young enthusiast at the
Jerusalem Bird Observatory

as far as South Africa. Its small;
weighs about 15 grams and does
not fly in flocks. They are individual travelers, each bird for himself. Unlike the big birds such as
the storks, pelicans and cranes that
migrate during the day and fly in
flocks at high altitudes so as to
catch the thermal winds, the little
birds have to fly low with no thermals to easy their flight. These little fellows have to constantly flap
their winds, using a lot of energy
and therefore need to rest during
the day and travel at night when
it’s cooler.”
No wonder they never reach Cape
Town! Possibly if they did, they would not bother to
schlep back.

Its for th e Birds

Comfort’ when you are compelled to swim, ride and then
still run. But this is what some 1200 panting and perspiring participants did last October in the international
2013 Eilat Triathlon. Amongst this hardy lot of fighting
– fit enthusiasts were two former South Africans – Keith
Wainsten from Eilat and Gordon Bloch from Ra’anana.
Keith, the pool manager at the Leonardo Plaza Hotel, has

So where in Israel does Gerda catch them? Basically where
everyone else - one way or another - gets caught in Israel
- “the Knesset”. The Jerusalem Bird Observatory is a
small green island right next to the Knesset. “Had we not
grabbed it in 1996 and set up this important sanctuary it
would probably be a car park today for our politicians.”
Possibly playing on the minds of Knesset Speaker
Ready to Splash. Gordon Bloch and wife
Edelstein and MK Orbach as they congratuMelanie at the Triathlon starting line.
lated Gerda: “Hmnn...So this explains why we
have to park a little further in the morning –
her birds have preferential parking!”
And why shouldn’t the environment too not
enjoy some proteczia!

Breath taking
Eilat
And not only because of its stunning views
One would hardly market Eilat as ‘Southern
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Tough to Beat. Father Keith
Wainstein hugs daughter Shaina
after the race.

lived in Eilat for 18 years and is
married with four kids. Following
a puncture, Keith rode the last
ten kilometres on the bare tire
rim. “My coach screamed that I
was crazy, but I felt I could not
afford to sacrifice five minutes
fixing a puncture.” Despite the
flat, Keith still managed to go
‘flat’ out and came sixth in his
age group.
The entire Wainstein family was
there to support their “hero”.
Will you have to buy a new
rim? “Thankfully, no!” he sighs.
“Each rim costs NIS1500. Galit,
my wife, has a nervous breakdown every time I’m off to the bike shop. She had a fit
when I bought my last bike which costs way more than
our car.” One can understand why Keith requires “top
wheels”. Every February he rides Eilat to Mitzpe Ramon

and back and in September, “I ride from one end of the
country to the other - Eilat to Mt. Hermon.”
continued on next page
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Bloch buster

While Keith - sponsored by the mega-hotel chain ‘Isrotel’ – officially participates in
five Israeli triathlons a year, Gordon enters
“in nearly every one; that’s well over fifteen,”
and has the trophies to prove not only his
participation but his performance. “I have
over one hundred cups, ninety of them for
triathlons.”
Gordon is thankful he says, “To have his
full team in support at each race,” which
means his loyal and devoted wife Melanie.
Currently supporting a bright orange hairdo, she appears on the side of the road as
Gordon’s “guiding light”. Her illuminating
support clearly pays off. Continuing his
streak of collecting metal, Gordon took second place in the Men’s Olympic Distance (Age
Group 65-69) in the Eilat Triathlon. •

Sterling Syd

The Men from Machal: Smoky Simon, Maurice Ostroff and
Dr. Syd Cohen (z”l) at Machal Reunion at Beth Protea.

“The essence of Syd was a combination of skill, unflappability and
modesty. I was flying next to him
over El Arish when his Spitfire was
hit. I called him on the radio and
his calm and self-assurance was an
education.”
After the War of Independence, Syd
returned to South Africa to complete
his medical studies and after qualifying
as a physician and marrying Adeline,
the couple, together with their three
daughters made Aliyah.
Syd, who practiced as a family physician and served in the Israel Air Force
as a reserve medical doctor, was one of
the founders of Aviation Medicine in
Israel and practiced as El Al’s air crew
physician, a position he held until his
retirement.
At the Gala Dinner, Smoky spoke of
Machal’s contribution to the creation
of the Israel Air Force including the
personal story of Syd Cohen.•

By Dr Jossy Faktor, Civil Air Surgeon and
President of the Israel Society of Aerospace
Medicine
At a gala dinner of the International
Congress of Aerospace Medicine held recently in Jerusalem, a prize in memory of
the legendary Machal fighter pilot Dr. Syd
Cohen (z’l) was awarded to the Israel Air
Force Aeromedical Center. The Congress
Those Magnificent Men In 101 Squadron.
was attended by 250 delegates from Israel top photo: l-r top row: Morrie Mann, Ezer Weizman,
as well as from Australia, China, Canada,
Red Finkel. middle row: Bill Pomerantz, Sandy
Jacobs. bottom row: Syd Cohen, Chris Mcgee, Giddy
Singapore, UK, USA and South Africa.
Lichtman, Leon Frankel, Syd Antin, Leo Nomis
The prize was presented by Smoky
lower photo: Ceske Budejovice, June 1948.
Simon, Chairman of World Machal and
Standing left to right: Chris McGee and Syd Cohen
funded by Smoky and Dan Tolkowsky
Lower row left to right: Boris Senior, George
(former commander of the Israel Air Force).
Lichter, Les Shagam, Arnie Ruch, Rudi Augarten
A pioneer pilot of the IAF, Syd was one
of the first commanders of the legendary
fighter squadron 101. He was a cool customer in the
[Ed note: Dr. Jossy Faktor, originally from Pretoria, participated as the IAF
cockpit as the late President Ezer Weizmann attested.
doctor on the famous Entebbe Raid in 1976]
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Philip Symon is “The Perfectionist”

Total Home Renovations
Philip Symon, always the perfectionist, uses
the latest techniques for upgrading, refubishing
and maintaining your property to the highest
standard. For over 25 years, Philip Symon has been
synonymous with reliability and expertise. Join his
long list of satisfied clients and bring a touch of
class to your home.
Services include: •Professional Painting and
decorative moldings •Demolition • Bathroom and
kitchen remodeling • Tiling •
Electrical work • Plaster work
and partitions • Plumbing
Call today for free advice and/or quotes.

(054)431-5005
philip_symon@hotmail.com

In Memoriam
Morris Borsuk
Telfed chairman Dave Bloom, members of
the Directorate, Executive Council and all staff
express heartfelt condolences to families whose
loved ones (listed below) have passed away in
recent months:

Abe Zegal (Karmiel)

Marilyn Opert (Ra’anana)

Albert Amdur (Netanya)

Morrie Benjamin (Caesaria)

Arthur Schiff (Givatayim)

Morris Borsuk (Tel Yitschak)

Avaraham & Channa Levi (Rehovot)

Natalie Rosenzweig (Herzlia)

Ben Greenblatt (Amazya)

Ollie Gordon

David Margolis (Ra’anana)

Pauline Judeiken (Raanana)

David Singer (Rehovot)

Pearl Green (Herzlia)

Estelle Joffe (Protea Village)

Rael Kolnick (Jerusalem)

Flora Wade (Gesher Haziv)

Sammy Sher (Johannesburg)

Franks Sacks (Karmiel)

Shai Newstead (Eilat)

Gerald Weil (Raanana)

Steve Abro (Netanya)

Helen Katzman (Tel Mond)

Susan Ramage (Mevasseret Zion)

Itzik Scher (Tel Aviv)

Sylvia Edelson ((Yanuv)

Joe and Josie Grossman (Tel Yitschak)

Tamara Arons (Binyamina)

Joyce Morris (Shoham)

Ugo Franco (Ra’anana)

Judy Gafen (Australia)

Willie Benninghaus

Kurt Field (Ra’anana)

Wolfie Kangisser (Kfar Saba)

Lily Feinblum (Ra’anana)

Ze’ev Stoller (Raanana)

Marigold Bergman (Herzlia)

Zelda Penn (Tel Mond)

On the front page of the
Telfed Tribune, published in
1998, marking Israel’s and
Telfed’s jubilee
was a photograph taken in
1946 of Morris
Borsuk, aged
21 standing
behind South
Africa’s Chief
Rabbi, Louis
I. Rabinowitz.
The iconic photo captured
the mass demonstration of
Johannesburg Jewry at Balfour
Park denouncing the British
Government’s harassment and
arrest of leaders of the Jewish
Agency in Palestine. Morris
felt proud watching the Chief
Rabbi tear off his British war
medals and throw them to the
ground while shouting to the
crowd, “I am ashamed to wear
these!” The scene was set. “We
are marching on the road to independence,” remarked Morris
at the time.
Since then, Morris marched
steadily on the long road of
service to Zionism and Israel
right until his final days serving as the President of Telfed’s
Board of Governors.
Shortly before the War of
Independence broke out in
1948 “when recruitment by the
SAZF of volunteers began following secret contacts with the
Palmach, we had a tip-off that
a raid on our offices by the security services in Johannesburg
was imminent.” Late that night,

in the garden of the newly married
Borsuk’s home, Morris and his Zionist
comrades began burning mounds of
papers they had carted from the SAZF
office. An anxious Pauline, who did
not understand what was happening,
phoned her father in a panic, “Dad,
Morris and his pals are burning papers in the back of our garden.”
“I warned you about marrying that
bloke,” he bellowed at his distraught
daughter thinking his son-in-law was
up to some criminal activity rather
than fighting for
a Jewish state.
That fight was
only the beginning. One of
the most stirring chapters in
the history of the
SAZF was the
establishment
of Universal
Morris Borsuk standing
Airlines. A
behind Chief Rabbi
fully fledged
Rabinowitz (l) at Balfour
airline owned
Park, Johannesburg in
1946 demonstrating
and operated
against Britain’s harsh
by the SAZF, it
treatment of the Jewish
went on to beAgency’s leadership in
come
the founmandate Palestine.
dation stone of
the Israeli airforce and El Al. “I attended a meeting when Louis Pinkus
The Borsuk family
together with the
“Telfed Family” at
a special ceremony
at Telfed honouring
Morris.

pleaded the case for South Africans
Telfed expresses heartfelt condoto club together to build a civilian
lences to wife Pauline and their
airline. We set up a company called
two daughters Arlene and Janice
Westair with Colin Legum and myand their families. •
self as co-directors. We operated
Dave Kaplan
twice weekly flights to
Tel Aviv from South
Africa and after the
passengers alighted
and cargo offloaded,
we flew urgent food
and military supplies
to kibbutzim in the
south, cut off by the
Egyptian army.”
Starting with a fleet
of three Dakotas “we
later added a fourth.
In due course, we
changed the name
Joe Grossman (top left) is seen here on a Tefed Executive Counsel
to Universal Airlines and withtiyul visiting Southern African communities in the south.
in six months of the founding
of the state, Universal Airlines was
Joe Grossman
incorporated as a founding memIt was with deep sadness that
ber of Israel’s new international airTelfed learned of the passing of Joe
line, El Al.”
Grossman, a member of its Board
Morris, who had been treasurer of
of Governors (BOG), and followed
the SAZF in South Africa, served
shortly afterwards by his beloved wife
as Chairman of Telfed (1982-1986)
Josie. Joe had been an active memduring a period when Aliyah from
ber of Telfed, serving on its Executive
SA was on the rise and oversaw the
Counsel, the Loans & Assistance
programme to provide incentives and
Committee (L &A), which he chaired
facilities for new immigrants.
for many years as well as serving on
ISRENTCO, Telfed’s property management company.
Former Telfed Chairman, David
Kaplan recalls Joe at meetings “as a
feisty debater, a straight-talking deepthinking individual as well as a passionate Zionist who always brought
to the discussion, reason, experience and a caring for those requiring assistance.”
Telfed expresses heartfelt condolences to the children and their families.•
Dave Kaplan
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Classifieuds

All classified advertisements have to be paid in advance of publication. For
payment by Credit Card, please contact Dafna Rosenfeld at
Telfed Magazine Accounts: 09-7907808

Accommodation
Holiday Apts, Ra’anana, Herzliya
Pituach, Jerusalem and Netanya, website www.rentisrael.com , info@rentisrael.
com (050)711-7967 voip (416)630-9639
skype caryfox1
2 room apartment, newly renovated, fully
equipped. Short term rental - 2 days to
one month. In “Green” Ramat Aviv, near
University. Easy access to central Tel Aviv.
+972(52)6335995 mikecomay@gmail.com
Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern,
central, fully-furnished and equipped. Sleeps
6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term rentals available. Contact
Ralph: (054)429-1455/6, (09)749-3399,
Not Shabbat.
B & B in Centre of Ra’anana Double
Room + own bathroom in lovely apartment. Tel: (077)210-3230, (052)6765517. annhlevin@hotmail.com
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana:
3-roomed holiday apartment, furnished,
including use of gym and pool, short or
long term. (050)792-4473.
Ex-South African, specializing in holiday apartments throughout Israel - special discount for South Africans - website
www.holidayapartments.co.il - telephone
(09)7727163 or (054)7844818

Air Conditioning
Amit Air Conditioning Service in Ra’anana,
provides sales and superlative service between
Natanya in the north and Rechovot in the
south. Free quotations on the phone or email.
Call Avi at 058 - 4477441 or visit our website at: www.amit-mizug.co.il

Antique Clock Repairs

Handyman

Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts for your old or antique clock. I
am a specialist in this field! Countrywide
Service. I also buy and sell classic and
unique clocks. Susan (09)772-9222,
(052)243-0040.

Your handyman for all your home maintenance requirements in the Sharon Area:
•Painting •Plumbing •Electrical •Carpentry
•Fencing •General Repairs •Pergolas. For a
free quotation, call Craig (052)867-5235

Catering
Fonda’s Catering - catering for all occasions. Offering certified Kosher catering from Fonda’s at Meatland for all your
catering needs from Britot to Weddings.
For further information, contact Nicky
052-8488678.

Computer
Israel’s PC doctor, complete PC, Network,
& Internet Support – House calls day or
night; Expertly solving all computer problems; repairs, sales, upgrades & instruction, Microsoft & CompTIA Certified;
21 years experience. Free consultations
& advice. Remote & Onsite Support.
References available–see website. Contact
Beau: (054)772-6239, beau1@techie.com;
www.israelpcdoctor.com

Counselling

Improve relationships - marital, family
and individual counselling. Trauma debriefing. Loss and grief work. Building selfesteem and teaching social and problemsolving skills for teens. Jackie Galgut (054)
9762513. (Counselling social worker)

HANDYMAN - for all your home maintenance & general repairs. Basic electrical,
plumbing, painting & carpentry, trissim
(shutters), dud Shemesh, shelves & assem-

ble of cupboards. Call Ami 052-3367449
052-3369924

Sewing Machines
Repairs on all makes of sewing machines
and overlockers. Big discounts on new machine prices. Trade-ins accepted. Used machines bought and sold. Free advice and
help gladly given. Jock Kahn (09) 7741568,
(052)4672113

Stamps

Interested in buying collections mainly of British Empire from 1870-1952.

Also have a great variety of stamps from
many countries for sale. Contact: Jackie
Tel:052-5254587

We Want

Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or small furniture
that you can live without? Or moving house?
We’ll make you an offer you can live with. Call
Sol or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov
Street, Ramat Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.

What you do is your business.
If you want people to know about it, its OUR business.
Why not take a Classified Advert? For only NIS 200 you will reach the entire Southern African community in Israel.
If you take a contract for four issues, you will receive a 15% discount. on the package. Please contact David
Kaplan at 09-7672404, 050-7432361 or email: hildav@netvision.net.il
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